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ABSTRACT 
It is generally recognised that, compared to other industry sectors, the construction 
industry is slow in its adoption of technological innovations and new ways of working. 
This has often been attributed to the conservative nature of the industry, which is 
arguably due to the fact that, unlike other industry sectors such as the manufacturing, 
automotive and pharmaceutical industries, the industry has a very weak culture of 
innovation and research (IR). This problem may well be explained by the industry's 
lack of recognition and understanding of a number of key determinants of innovation in 
the industry, such as leadership, management, people, processes, IR investment and 
technology. 
The Latham and Egan Reports call for improvements in the construction project 
delivery process to improve efficiency, productivity and ensure value for money for the 
construction industry's clients. The 'Accelerating Change' report calls for improvements 
to be more rapid and sustainable. These improved business processes cannot be 
achieved and sustained unless there is an established culture of innovation within the 
industry. 
The research findings indicate that construction companies are not able to deliver on 
their potential to innovate. Against this background, an innovation assessment model 
and a prototype application for construction organisations were developed to provide a 
rapid, online assessment of innovative practices and competencies in construction 
companies. The objective of the tool is to initiate a process leading to the effective 
implementation of a strategy/best practice guidelines and to allow construction 
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companies to: assess their innovative performance; help them to focus on the areas 
where they want to make progress; integrate innovation related strategies/best practice 
guidelines into overall competitive strategies; and benchmark their innovation 
performance with peers and within the construction industry. 
The main benefits of the tool are it complements the existing innovation management 
frameworks and promotes wider uptake of the concept in the construction industry as 
whole. Industry evaluators have welcomed the concept of an innovation assessment 
tool and acknowledged the need for the tool in the construction industry. 
Hence, this thesis presents the development and evaluation of a web-based prototype 
application. 
KEYWORDS 
Assessment tool, business improvement, construction industry, innovation, innovation 
· management, model, performance. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction 
The construction industry has been characterised as slow to adopt technological 
innovation, which has been said contribute to low productivity and poor performance. 
This has often been attributed to the conservative nature of the industry, which in turn is 
attributed to a number of features that set it apart from other industries like automotive 
and pharmaceutical industries, which appear to have stronger, more visible innovation 
cultures. The UK' s construction output is the second largest in the EU and contributes 
8.2% of the nation's Gross Value Added (GVA) and employs up to 2.1 million people 
in a multitude of roles (DTI, 2007). However, the construction industry is perceived as 
old-fashioned and conservative (Fairclough, 2002). Certain sectors of industry have 
traditionally invested in Research and Development (R&D) as a means to support 
innovation and therefore growth - sectors such as automotive and pharmaceutical have 
strong innovation cultures (Dikmen, 2003). Other sectors, notably including 
construction, have weak innovation cultures and are accused of being conservative and 
non-innovative (Larsson, 2003), with a passive approach to research investment. 
In his review of the state of Rethinking Construction Innovation and Research, 
Fairclough (2002) highlighted many issues, which UK construction would have to 
address in order to deliver on its potential to contribute to the wider economy. 'It is 
widely recognised that the construction industry must improve its perfonnance and this 
represents a significant challenge to the entire construction community, its processes 
and technologies' (DTI, 2004. page 16). 
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Construction is a project-based industry and projects are generally carried out by 
multiple parties, where each party is a separate organisational entity that possesses its 
own interests and expected end rewards from the project (Dulaimi, et a!, 2003). This has 
created a range of problems and the industry has become highly inefficient compared to 
others (Winch, 2003). 
This research reports an extensive study on innovation in construction and its 
management. 'Evidence shows that businesses that have the awareness to continually 
create, evaluate and successfully exploit their new ideas are more likely to survive and 
prosper in the competitive global economy' (DTI, 2007). To achieve this, an innovation 
assessment model and a prototype application for construction organisations, have been 
developed to provide a rapid online assessment of innovative practices and 
competencies in construction companies. The objective of the tool is to allow 
construction companies to: assess their innovative performance; help them to focus on 
the areas where they want to make progress; integrate innovation related strategies/best 
practice guidelines into overall competitive strategies; and benchmark their innovation 
performance with peers and within the construction industry. 
This chapter describes the research background, defines innovation in the context of this 
research, discusses innovation policies within the government and the scope of the 
research in the context of the construction industry. 
1.2 Brief Background to the Research 
The UK construction industry is a vital part of UK's economy, but it has inherent 
problems due to its structure and fragmentation. There is widespread agreement that the 
fragmented nature of the industry is not conducive to efficiency (DTI, 1999; Strategic 
Forum for Construction, 2002; Sorrel!, 2003; Be and CIRIA, 2003). The construction 
15 
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industry is slow in the adoption of technological innovations and new ways of working 
(Winch, 2002). Construction's poor performance has been challenged by its client base 
and it has been forced to seek ways to deliver improved performance (Beatham, 2003). 
The Latham (1994) and Egan (1998) reports called for improvements in the 
construction project delivery process to improve efficiency, productivity and ensure 
value for money for the construction industry's clients. They conclude that radical 
changes are required to deliver real improvements through the industry (Lenard and 
Abbott, 1998). Through these reports the then Construction Task Force set up the 
Construction Best Practice Programme (CBPP) and the Movement for Innovation M41) 
to address the issues raised in these reports. 
Egan (1998) outlined five key drivers for change, four key integrated project processes 
and proposes seven targets for improvement. These have become known as the '5-4-7' 
mantra of Rethinking Construction and are shown in Figure 1.1. 
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Five Key Drivers for Change Four Project Process Improvements Seven Targets for Improvement 
Committed leadership > 
Focus on the customer > 
Product Team Integration > 
Quality driven agenda > 
Commitment to people > 
Product 
development 
Project 
implementation 
Partnering 
the 
supply chain 
Production 
of 
components 
Capital cost 
Construction time 
Predictability 
Defects 
Accidents 
Productivity 
Turnover & Profits 
Figure 1.1 The '5-4-7' diagram to improve construction (based on Egan, 1998, p13) 
The changing nature of work, increasing competition and the power of information 
technology have driven companies to search for ways of monitoring and improving 
performance (Neely, 1999). Whilst various UK government initiatives (such as those 
described in section 1.4) have produced several notable developments, questions have 
been asked in recent years about how construction's performance can be further 
improved. Against this background, the sponsoring organisation, Centre for Innovative 
and Collaborative Engineering (CICE) at Loughborough University instigated and 
supported this research on innovation management in the construction industry, to 
develop an innovation assessment model and a prototype application for construction 
organisations, to provide a rapid on1ine assessment of innovative practices and 
competencies in construction companies. This is further described in detail in section 
1.6. 
1.3 Definition of Innovation 
The Collins English dictionary definition of the word "innovation" is a new thing or a 
new method of doing something (Collins Cobuild English Dictionary, 1995). There is 
no generally accepted definition of innovation at the present time. However, there has 
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been a noticeable convergence as to its principal characteristics. In the context of this 
thesis, this point can be illustrated by a sample of general definitions. 
• 'Innovation consists of all those scientific, technical, commercial and financial 
steps necessary for successful development and marketing of new or improved 
manufactured products, the commercial use of new or improved processes or 
equipment or the introduction of a new approach to a social service. R&D is 
only one of these steps' (OECD 198. page 15-16). 
• 'Innovation is the successful exploitation of new ideas. Ideas may be entirely 
new to the market or involve the application of existing ideas that are new to 
innovation organisation or often a combination of both. Innovation involves the 
creation of new designs, concepts and ways of doing things, their commercial 
exploitation, and subsequent diffusion through the rest of the economy and 
society' (DTI, 2003, page 19). 
• Innovation is a core process concerned with renewing what the organisation 
offers (its product and !or services) and the ways in which it generates and 
delivers these (Tidd, Bessant & Pavitt 2003, page 14 1997). 
Construction industry sources indicate there exist a variety of definitions for innovation: 
• 'The successful exploitation of new ideas, where ideas are new to a particular 
enterprise, and are more than just technology related - new ideas can relate to 
process, market or management' (CRISP, 1997). 
• 'Innovation is successful exploitation of new ideas leading to profitable change' 
(Fairclough, 2002, page 19). 
• 'Innovation is considered to be the generation of a new idea or transfer of an 
already existing idea followed by effective implementation' (Glass, 2002 p, 8). 
18 
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These definitions may display specific biases of different sources, studies and 
organisations, but they appear to have a number of common features: new ideas, 
performance, and competitiveness. Indeed, Seaden et a! (200 1) believe that innovation 
tends to be viewed as "a process that enhances the competitive position of a firm 
through the implementation of a broad spectrum of new ideas" (Seaden and Manseau, 
2001, page186). Innovation is considered to be the generation of new ideas and its 
implementation, where ideas can relate to product, process or services. Seaden' s 
definition of innovation is therefore adopted in this thesis as this best captures most 
features of innovation as described previously. 
1.4 Innovation policies within UK Government 
The innovation challenge has been a clear theme in policy making since 1997. In that 
time the government has published many White Papers, including: 'Our Competitive 
Future- Building a Knowledge Driven Economy' (DTI, 1998) and 'Competing in the 
global economy: the innovation challenge - Innovation Report' (DTI, 2003). For 
example, in the latter report, Prime Minister Tony Blair stated: 
'Innovation, the exploitation of new ideas, is absolutely essential to 
safeguard and deliver high-quality jobs, successful businesses, better 
products and services for our consumers, and new, more environmentally 
friendly processes.' (DTI, 2003) 
These policies have already produced results, for example, the significant cultural 
change in the relationship between the universities and business - government is 
investing in the UK science base and interventions that support and encourage 
innovative companies to invest in R&D and collaborate with academia to turn ideas into 
profit (DTI, 2007). 
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The UK government is therefore keen to see improvements in UK productivity in the 
face of worldwide competition and the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI), in 
particular, is prepared to support 'innovation' through a combination of fiscal measures 
and direct investment in Science and Technology through the research councils (HM 
Treasury, 2004). Through the Latham (1994) and Egan (1998) reports, UK government 
has supported major reviews of the way in which the UK construction industry 
performs, and some ambitious targets were set for performance improvement. Through 
a number of initiatives the government has also attempted to increase the profile of 
innovation and research (IR) through research councils (e.g. EPSRC, ESRC, CICE) and 
a research programme funded by the construction directorate of the DTI (2007). In 
addition, the government is providing leadership in driving a construction research and 
development agenda. 
1.5 Aims and Objectives 
1.5.1 Project aim 
This research project aimed to develop an innovation assessment model and a prototype 
application for construction organisations to provide a rapid, online assessment of 
innovative practices and competencies in construction companies. 
1.5.2 Objectives 
In order to achieve the research aim, four key objectives were identified. The four 
specific objectives of the project include, to: 
• investigate the drivers and barriers to the development of a culture of innovation; 
• review theoretical and industrial models of innovation in the construction 
industry; and develop an inno~ation model for use in the construction industry 
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• explore methods for assessing innovation capabilities and develop a prototype 
application for construction organisations; and, 
• Evaluate the usability of the innovation assessment tool such that it can be 
adopted easily into construction organisations. 
1.6 Justification and Research Scope 
The construction industry has been described as slow in the adoption of technological 
innovation and new ways of working and it is commonly characterised as a 'backward 
industry' and in particular, one that fails to innovate in comparison to other sectors 
(Winch, 2003). There are many reasons pushing firms to innovate (whether or not they 
are in construction), most of which are known and understood, e.g. to improve 
competitiveness. Most stakeholders expect innovation to offer benefits in one or more 
of following areas; capital and operational expenditure, quality, performance, market 
share, competitiveness, customer service and value etc. (Barrett and Sexton, 1998; 
Glass, 2002). Tatum (1991) points out that construction firms need to innovate to win 
projects and to improve the financial results of these projects. Westbury (2004) argued 
that innovation is best facilitated through a blend of methodologies, work practices, a 
supportive culture, the right business infrastructure and also business environment. The 
construction industry needs to innovate more frequently to boost its competitiveness so 
it can meet the ever increasing client demands of both national and international 
marketplaces (Larsson, 2003). 
This research study focused primarily on exploring methods for assessing innovation 
capabilities by reviewing theoretical and industrial models of innovation in the 
construction industry; developing an innovation assessment model and prototype 
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application for use in the construction industry and evaluate the usability of the model 
and prototype application. 
In his critical review of innovation in UK construction, Fairclough (2002) critically 
suggested that it is important that a better mechanism be developed for defining the 
industry's long term research needs. The lack of IR can be explained by the lack of 
recognition of a number of key detenninants of innovation in construction industry, 
such as; investment, strategic vision, mechanisms for change and research base 
structure. (Fairclough, 2002). 
Taking this in to account, an innovation assessment and prototype application have been 
developed as part of this research to help construction companies assess and develop 
their innovation capabilities. The tool is built around the assumption that a company 
will be better able to manage innovation if it measures and improves itself against 
leadership, management, people, processes, IR investment and technology, hence the 
tool is structured around these headings. Lloyd et a! (2002) argued that an automated 
and web-based monitoring system can remove geographic barriers and reduce time in 
transferring data, in addition, it enables exchange of massive volumes of information at 
high speed and a relatively low cost (Deng et a!, 2001), an automated and web-based 
innovation assessment tool is proposed to bring together the six aspects/ criteria cited 
(shown in Figure 6.3) and translate these into an effective tool to assess innovation end-
users both SMEs and large construction companies. Such a tool will also help to 
organise company performance data and can be easily retrieved via intranet/intemet and 
database technology. 
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1. 7 Research Methodology 
A research methodology describes the principles and procedures of logical thought 
processes applied to scientific investigation (Fellows and Liu, 1999). There is no unique 
or best research method (Yin, 1994 ); the use of each research method is based on the 
form of research question, the objective and contextual situation. 
The research road map has been included Table 3.5 in Chapter Three; it maps research 
objectives and associated tasks along with adopted research methods and outputs. 
1.8 Research Achievements 
The project focused on the development of an innovation assessment model and 
prototype application to facilitate a rapid online assessment of innovative practices and 
competencies in construction organisations to improve performance. The main 
achievements of this research include the following: 
a) A review of construction innovation and innovation management 
literature and analysis of gaps in knowledge of the subject area has been 
undertaken. 
b) A review of assessment models and tools to check their appropriateness 
for the construction industry 
c) An innovation assessment model has been developed for assessing 
innovative practices and competency for construction organisations 
d) The development and evaluation of the innovation assessment tool for 
construction 
e) Implementation of the tool to provide a rapid online assessment of 
innovative practices and competencies in construction organisations. 
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1.9 Structure of Thesis 
This thesis is organised into six main chapters, which are structured as follows. 
Chapter 1 introduces the research project, provides an introduction to the general 
subject domain and identifies the aim and objectives. It justifies the need for the 
research and sets it within an industrial context. 
Chapter 2 discusses the literature and related work on innovation and establishes some 
potentially critical success factors for improving innovation within the construction 
industry. It also reviews the subject of innovation management and presents a number 
of assessment tools that have been used to measure organisational and project 
performance. In addition, it highlights how this research builds on the previous work by 
demonstrating innovation in the application of knowledge with the context of the 
construction industry. 
Chapter 3 describes the development of the innovation assessment model, it discusses 
the development of innovation assessment model for construction organisations. 
Chapter 4 briefly explores the different types of methods available and describes the 
portfolio of methodologies used in the project. It highlights their weakness and 
strengths, and explains those adopted for this research. The chapter discusses the main 
methodological approaches that were used to achieve the research aim and objectives. It 
provides a research map of the overall research process and justifies the reasons for their 
selection as appropriate. 
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Chapter 5 describes the development of the prototype application, including the 
evaluation results of the prototype application, details the impact and implications of the 
research in the construction industry. It discusses the development and implementation 
of the prototype application; a web based innovation assessment tool for construction 
organisations. 
Chapter 6 discusses the key findings of the research it contains the major conclusions 
to have arisen as a result of this study. It also makes a number of recommendations for 
the construction industry and for further research. The key limitations to the study are 
reiterated. Further to the chapters, a number of appendices are included: 
Appendices A contain five papers that were published in support of this research study. 
Appendices B - G includes other supporting information such as the survey and 
interview questionnaires, assessment model and prototype tool evaluation 
questionnaires, internal articles and award. 
1.10 Summary 
This chapter has presented an introduction to the subject domain and justified the need 
for the research and explained the context of the study. Next chapter highlights how this 
research builds on previous work and demonstrates innovation in the application of 
knowledge with the context of the construction industry. 
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CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF CONSTRUCTION 
INNOVATION 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter sets the background to the research undertaken in the context of the subject 
domain. It summarises the findings of extensive literature review so as to provide a 
sound theoretical framework for the research. This section therefore examines the 
general concept of innovation, its management, needs, barriers/drivers, assessment 
models/tools and the nature of innovation in the construction industry. It then illustrates 
how the project aim and objectives for this research were derived. 
2.2 Innovation in Construction 
In any society, the economic contribution of the construction industry is unparallel to 
any other industries. The construction industry is vital for providing a built environment 
which is one of the most important in economy (Pearce, 2003). In the UK, like other 
countries, the creation of the built environment and its associated infrastructure 
underpin the continuous economic growth of the country. Thus, it is plausible that the 
higher the levels of innovation in the construction industry, the greater the likelihood 
that it will increase its contribution to UK economic growth. Unfortunately, it is not 
perceived as innovative and there have been calls for improvement (e.g. Fairclough et 
al., 2002; Winch, 2002; Latham, 1994; Egan 1998). 
Fairclough (2002) in his review, 'Rethinking Construction Innovation and Research', 
identified such problems as poor rates of investment in IR, fragmented supply chains, 
and a lack of coordination between academia and industry in research activities as being 
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the core of the problem. Fairclough (2002) further highlighted several issues, which the 
UK construction industry would have to address in order to deliver on its potential to 
contribute to the wider economy. Other industries, such as aerospace, automotive and 
pharmaceutical have been described as being generally more innovative than the 
construction industry (Sturges et al., 1999; Dikmen, 2003, Winch, 2003). 
Bowley (1960; 1966) found several barriers that tend to hinder the progress of 
innovation in construction, which include form of contract, cost of carrying out 
research, lack of information on cost savings arising from the innovation and 
restrictions imposed by regulations. Gann (2000) identified other impediments to 
construction innovation: contractors and consultants are isolated from one another; 
contractors are often of a small size and fragmented. Most research on the factors 
necessary for successful innovation appears to have been undertaken by observing 
examples of innovation in construction projects and within firms (Stewart and Tatum, 
1988; Tatum and Funke, 1988; Tatum et al., 1989; Nam et al., 1991). 
It is increasingly accepted that construction innovation encompasses a wide range of 
participants within a product system (Marceau et a!, 1999). This broad view 
incorporates many of the participants shown in Figure 2.1. Figure 2.1 shows a 
representation of the breadth of participants in the construction industry, and of the need 
for active networking between them. The main players in the construction innovation 
systems and research are government funders such as DTI (sponsorship), ODPM 
(regulators), EPSRC (long-term academic research), independent organisations (IRO's), 
universities, private firms, clients and users. 
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Regulatory Framework 
Activities: technical, economic, environmental and social regulation 
Actors: government, finns, industry associations 
I I I 
Supply Network Project-based Firms Projects 
Activities: materials, Activities: design, engineering, Activities: 
components, equipment integration, assembly/construction Commissioning and 
manufacture using constructed 
projects 
Actors: process, mass-
and-batch production Actors: consultant designers/ Actors: 
manufacturing firms engineers, project managers, clients/owners/users 
constructors, specialist contractors 
I I I 
Technical Support Infrastructure 
Activities: long-term technical development and Actors: government, education and R&D 
support institutes, industry association 
Figure 2.1: Construction systems- activities and actors (Gann and Salter, 2000). 
Miozzo and De wick (2004) also suggest that networks can benefits from inter-
organisational cooperation in a fragmented industry such as the construction industry. 
Their research findings suggest that the strength of inter-organisational cooperation may 
be responsible for enhanced performance of the construction industry in some of the 
European countries. This includes: 
• The relationship between contractors and subcontractors or suppliers of 
materials, 
• Government, universities, architects or engineers, clients and international 
collaborations with other contractors. 
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2.3 Innovation Needs for Construction 
The construction industry has been described as slow in the adoption of technological 
innovation and new ways of working and it is commonly characterised as a 'backward 
industry' and in particular, one that fails to innovate in comparison to other sectors 
(Winch, 2003). There are many reasons for construction firms to innovate, most of 
which are known and understood, among others is the need to improve competitiveness. 
Most stakeholders expect innovation to offer benefits in one or more of the following 
areas (Barrett and Sexton, 1998; Glass, 2002); 
• Capital and operational expenditure, 
• Quality, 
• Performance, 
• Market share, 
• Competitiveness, 
• Customer service 
• Value 
According to Egbu (2004), 'Innovation is seen as a major source to improve 
competitiveness and is perceived to be a pre-requisite for organisational success and 
survival'. It is widely accepted in policy, business and academia that innovation is the main 
source of economic improvement for industries (OECD, 2000; DTI, 2003, Tidd et a!, 2001; 
Seaden et a!, 2001; Jones and Saad, 2003,; Egbu, 2004; Fairclough, 2002). Indeed, 
experience in OECD countries shows clearly that innovation has a positive impact on 
profitability at the firm level (Guellec and Pattinson, 2001). Tatum (1991) points out that 
construction companies need to innovate to win projects and to improve the financial 
results of these projects. 
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The construction industry needs to innovate more frequently to boost its competitiveness 
so it can meet the ever-increasing client demands of both national and international 
marketplaces (Larsson, 2003). However, there are many barriers and limitations to 
construction innovations (Dulaimi, et a!, 2005) such as managing innovation. 
2.4 Innovation Management 
According to Tidd et a! (200 I) innovation management is a learning process towards 
effective routines to deal with the challenges of the innovation process. Managing 
innovation is complicated, it rarely proceeds in a straight line and it must be organised 
(Barker, 2002). Jones et a! (2003) argued that the implementation of innovation 
management must be linked to the organisation's background and culture in order to 
ensure compatibility and success. Over the past five decades several studies of 
innovation processes have been carried out (Rothwell, 1992; Langrish, 1972; 
Georghiou, 1986; Isenson, !968; Carter and Williams, 1957; Cooper, 1999; Maidique 
and Zirger, 1985; Lilien and Yoon, 1989; Utterback, 1994; Wheelright and Clark, 
1992). Table 3.1 presents a chronology of such studies and attempts to focus on how 
innovation is managed within one firm. 
Table 2.1 An overview of studies on innovation management, based on literature. 
Author Study name 
Cooper, 1999 Project NEWPROD 
Utterback, 1994 MIT studies 
Rothwell, 1992 Project SAPPHO 
Wheelwright and Clarke, Sources of innovation 
1992 
30 
Key focus 
Long-running survey of 
success and failure in 
product development 
Five major industry-level 
case 
Success and failure in 
matched pairs of firms, 
mainly in chemicals and 
scientific instruments 
Case studies examining 
different levels of user 
involvement 
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Lilien and Y oon, 1989 
Georghiou, 1986 
Innovation success and Literature review of major 
failure studies of innovation 
Post-innovation 
performance 
success/failure 
Looked at these cases 10 
years later to see how they 
had fared 
Maidique and Zirger, 1985 Stanford Innovation Project Case studies of innovations 
emphasis on learning 
Langrish, 1972 
Isenson, 1968 
Wealth from knowledge Case studies of successful 
firms. All were winners of 
the Queen's Award for 
Innovation 
Project Hindsight TRACES Main aims were to identify 
sources of successful 
innovation and 
management factors 
influencing success 
Carter and Williarns, 1957 Industry and technical Survey of UK firms to 
progress identify why some were 
apparently more innovative 
than others in the same 
sector, size range etc. 
derived a list of managerial 
factors which comprised 
technical progressiveness 
The studies outlined in Table 2.1 tended to focus on how innovation is managed within 
one firm, whereas Dulaimi et al. (2002) proposed a theoretical framework of how to 
manage the implementation of innovation in a project organisation comprised of many 
players (in their case, based on a typical construction project). In their framework, 
Dulaimi et al. (2002) proposed several factors that need to be controlled when players 
are attempting to initiate, implement or support an innovation to ensure that it is 
properly managed. By considering a number of parties concurrently, it is thus consistent 
with Gann's recommendation (2000) that for an innovation to be successful, it would be 
necessary for firms to work together, erode boundaries between professions and for 
project-based firms to embrace new roles and develop new capabilities (Gann, 2000). In 
a later study, Dulaimi et a! (2003) found some evidence that high-expected goals and 
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favourable innovation results lead to increased commitment and hence higher 
organisational motivation. They found that for innovation to be successfully 
implemented, a champion is needed to lead a task force or working group at the 
initiation and implementation (Dulaimi et al, 2003). 
Trott (2002) also presented an innovation management framework that helps to 
illustrate innovation as a management process. This framework describes the main 
factors (such as R&D, Marketing, and Organisation and business strategy), which need 
to be considered if innovation is to be successfully managed. Dikmen (2003) proposed 
an innovation management model with four fundamental components- environmental, 
strategies, organisation and targets. These components cover the external 
drivers/barriers that effect innovation process, strategies used by the company to 
increase innovative capability, the organisational characteristics that support/hinder 
innovation within the organisation, and the major reasons why the organisations 
innovate. 
2.5 Innovation Barriers/Drivers in Construction 
In accordance with the problem definition set out in section 1.6, the aim of this research 
was to develop an innovation assessment model and a prototype application for 
construction organisations to provide a rapid online assessment of innovative practices 
and competencies in construction companies, this involves investigating the drivers and 
barriers to the development of a culture of innovation in construction sector. Innovation 
barriers and drivers in construction specifically include organisational culture, human 
and management factors, low investment in R&D, client, manufacturers, conservatism 
and innovation broakers (Blayles and Manley, 2004). The Blayles and Manley study 
highlights a range of factors that either push or impede innovation and its progress in 
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the construction industry. This study provides then a useful framework within which 
such issues can be examined, so these aspects are elaborated upon in the following sub-
sections. 
2.5.1 Cultural Factors 
Culture is as complex as innovation, and means the personality and behaviour of an 
organisation. 'It can help to bind people together through a sense of belonging and a 
sense of common purpose and can also generate an environment conducive to 
competitiveness through joint learning and innovation' (Jones and Saad, 2003). 
Organisational culture can be seen as unity of the characteristics of the organisation 
together with the norms, values and traditions (Dikmen et al., 2003), whereas innovative 
behaviour and creative thinking have different components (Tatum, 1987; Egbu, 1999; 
Girmscheid and Hartmann, 2001). Table 3.2 presents the diversity inherent in various 
definitions of culture. 
Table 2.2 Diverse definitions of culture (Source: Bodely, 1994) 
Topical: Culture consists of everything on a list of topics, or categories, such as social 
organization, religion, or economy 
Historical: Culture is social heritage, or tradition, that is passed on to future generations 
Behavioural: Culture is shared, learned human behaviour, a way of life 
Normative: Culture is ideals, values, or rules for living 
Functional: Culture is the way humans solve problems of adapting to the environment or living together 
Mental: Culture is a complex of ideas, or learned habits, that inhibit impulses and distinguish people from animals 
Structural: Culture consists of patterned and interrelated ideas, symbols, or behaviours 
Symbolic: Culture is based on arbitrarily assigned meanings that are shared by a society 
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The existence of a particular culture in construction is cited by several sources 
(Banwell, 1964; Latham, 1994; Egan et a!, 1998) as a major factor in many of the ills 
faced by the industry (Ankrah and Proverbs, 2004). There is distrust between clients, 
consultants, contractors, subcontractors and suppliers leading to conflicts of interest and 
to relationships that are predominantly short term (Luiten et al., 2000). Therefore, 
understanding that this results in a particular 'construction culture' is likely to be a 
significant step towards identifying why management of innovation in construction can 
pose problems. There is of course the view that this culture produces constructive 
conflict and it would be neither easy nor desirable for it to be managed in practice. 
Egbu et al. (1999) examined the management of innovation in construction by 
surveying a number of companies, which had been identified as 'innovative'. They 
highlighted certain characteristics shown by all innovative organisations. These are: 
• people are open-minded; 
• willing to accept change;, 
• flexible in lines of communication; 
• structure that allows both top-down and bottom-up communication; and, 
• risk -tolerant climate where it is accepted that lessons can be learned through 
mistakes. 
Other characteristics or conditions favourable to innovation include: 
1. a 'knowledge-friendly culture' where people are not inhibited about sharing 
knowledge and do not fear that sharing knowledge will cost them 'power and 
influence' or even their jobs; 
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2. a climate where people genuinely feel valued and where people feel some sort of 
'ownership' or involvement with the innovation; and, 
3. a climate where people feel some job security. 
Clearly many of these characteristics would be difficult to engender in an industry based 
on adversarial and entrenched relationships. It may appear that the frequency with 
which culture is mentioned and in some cases blamed for the ills of the industry has 
become something of a cliche, but the fact that it continues to be mentioned should be 
respected. What is missing is a systematic and thorough interpretation of the various 
elements of culture that could be manipulated to improve the effectiveness of 
innovation. 
2.5.2 Human Factors 
The UK construction industry has long experienced difficulties in meeting its skill 
requirements. 'Factors contributing to the current situation include the competition for 
workers from more attractive competitor from other industries and insufficient numbers 
of people coming into the industry' (Jones and Saad, 2003). Given the right atmosphere 
or culture, 'innovation will not readily take place without the right people being drawn 
to it' (Sturges et al., 1999). The greatest challenge facing the construction industry 
today is the shortage of skilled labour. Studies reveal a number of factors, which have 
combined to influence the construction skills shortage (e.g. Dainty, 2004). These 
include: 
• the demographic downturn and resulting reduction in the number of entering the 
labour market (Druker et a!, 1996); 
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• the poor image of the industry, which adversely affects its popularity as a career 
choice (Dainty, 2000; Fairclough, 2002); 
• the high number of jobs shed during the recession of the early 1990s (Churchill, 
1997); 
• the introduction of technologies, which have reconstituted the skills required 
(Agapiou et al., 1995); 
• failure to develop multi-skilling as a route to overcome skills shortages (Scott et 
al., 1997); 
• the growth in self-employment and the use of labour-only sub-contractors, 
which have reduced the commitment and investment in training within the 
industry (Harvey, 2001); and, 
• that people in the construction industry were though to be poorly trained and not 
given appropriate knowledge and expertise on innovative ideas (Glass, 2002). 
All the above factors have led to the skill shortage for the industry (Dainty, 2004). This 
is not a new phenomenon within the construction industry and has been a recurrent 
problem in the UK over the past three decades (Department for Education and 
Employment, 2000). 
2.5.3 Management Factors 
Management attitude is crucial to technological innovation and can play a part in 
achieving successful construction innovations and creating competitive advantage (Pries 
and Janzsen, 1995). A survey of construction industry professionals carried out by Buro 
Happold and Building Design Magazine established that 88% of the respondents 
believed that innovation was not managed effectively (Cripps, 2002). Innovation is 
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extremely complex and involves the effective management of a variety of different 
activities. To do so, management must believe in innovative practices and need to take 
key strategic measures aid its adoption. Pries and Janzsen (1995) have emphasised the 
crucial role of innovation management in achieving successful construction innovation 
and creating competitive advantage. 
2.5.4 Low Investment in R&D 
In the UK, R&D in construction has a relatively low profile compared to other industry 
like aerospace, automotive and pharmaceutical industries. The amount of investment 
funding available for construction research has been steadily declining in recent years 
and is estimated less than 0.45% of the construction sector's spending. By comparison 
aerospace invests 11%, automotive over 9% and pharmaceutical up to 13% of their 
revenues on research (ICE, 2003). A lack of continuing investment in R&D in the 
construction industry may be preventing innovation starting and continuing (Glass, 
2002). There are many reasons to explain the low level of R&D investment in 
construction, they include: in accurate or invalid reporting of R&D expenses, small 
sizes of professional service firms, lack of risk capital, conservative behaviour of 
clients, unsuitable government policies and many more factors (Seaden and Manseau, 
2001). 
2.5.5 Clients 
Clients are a key factor in terms of driving innovation (Cripps, 2003). It is the client 
who chooses the process and procurement requirements, which to a great extent decide 
the boundaries for the rest of the industry (Widen, 2003). Clients are commonly 
considered to exert enormous influence on firms and individuals involved in 
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construction, in a way that fosters or hinders innovation (Seaden and Manseau 2001; 
Barlow, 2000; Gann and Salter, 2000; Nam and Tatum 1997; Dulaimi et al, 2001). 
Clients are able to enhance innovation in a number of ways. They can identify specific, 
novel requirements to be supplied by developers, building product suppliers, contractors 
and operators (Seaden and Manseau, 2001). The more demanding and experienced the 
client the more likely it is to stimulate innovation in projects it commissions (Barlow, 
2000). 
2.5.6 Manufacturing Companies 
Manufacturing companies are key sources for construction innovation, because they 
often provide innovative components and building products that are incorporated into 
buildings (Anderson and Manseau, 1999). The innovations developed by manufacturers 
are adopted by construction clients, contractors and consultants improving the 
performance of the industry (Anderson and Manseau, 1999). According to Blayse and 
Manley (2004) manufacturing companies tend to operate in more stable and more 
standardised markets than do consultants or contractors in that matter, allowing them to 
maintain R&D programmes. 
2.5. 7 Conservatism 
The conservative nature of the industry is attributed to many features that set it apart 
from other industries like pharmaceutical industry etc, which appears to have stronger, 
more visible innovation cultures. Many stakeholders in the construction are being 
perceived as conservative: planners, funders, insurers and clients (Construction Product 
Association, 2001). They adopt tried and tested methods and are risk averse, whereas it 
may be more appropriate terms to be risk averse to gain best value (Glass, 2002). These 
risk averse characters may well impede innovation in construction. 
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2.5.8 Innovation Brokers 
Innovation brokers can act as information intermediaries between construction firms 
and others, helping firms become aware of technologies and competencies that may not 
otherwise come to their attention (Manseau, 2003). The construction industry, according 
to Davidson (2001), is one that can benefit greatly from the services of innovation 
brokers. This is because the practice of 'technology watch' within the industry is either 
impractical or simply non-existent. Manseau (2003) noted especially the potential for 
innovation brokers to enhance the innovative capacity of small to medium enterprises. 
2.6 Key Determinants of Innovation in the Construction Industry 
The need to identify the key determinants of innovation in the construction industry 
requires an extensive review of methods for assessing innovation capabilities. This will 
aid the development of a prototype application for construction companies, as stated in 
Section 1.6. According to Cheung et a!, (2004 ), effective performance assessment 
depends on well-structured assessment parameters, which in turn are subject to the 
following questions: 
• what kind of data can be used; and, 
• how to collect and interpret the data in a way that end-users can understand. 
To derive a reliable set of innovation performance parameters, the review covered the 
work such as Goolsby, (2001); Larkin, (2003); Emmett, (2002); Karlsberg and Adler, 2005 to 
mention a few. The review indicates processes, people and technology are the three key 
aspects the need to be considered for successful implementation of technological 
innovation. Emmett (2002) stated that 'people, processes and technology need a leader' 
just as 'an orchestra needs a conductor'. 
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Six key determinants of successful innovation that form the basis of innovation 
assessment model for the construction organisations are discussed below. 
Leadership: The European Foundation for Quality Management EFQM (1999) assigns 
10% of its weighting to leadership because most people react best to leaders who 
connect with them and are not hierarchical in their approach. Leaders also create the 
psychological environment that fosters sustained innovation at all levels (Karlsberg and 
Adler, 2005) They are expected to be able to; identify and overcome the basic barriers 
to innovation; create and deploy proven internal marketing principles to better incubate 
innovative projects; maintain a culture of continuous play etc. They can articulate their 
vision of the innovation to the rest of the company (Afuah, 2003). In the proposed tool, 
leadership issues will be assessed using both question aimed at leaders and 
subordinates. 
Management: Management attitude is crucial to technological innovation and can play 
a part in achieving successful construction innovations and creating competitive 
advantage (Pries and J anzsen, 1995). A survey of construction industry professionals 
carried out by Buro Happold and Building Design Magazine established that 88% of the 
respondents believed innovation was not managed effectively (Cripps, 2002). 
Innovation is extremely complex and involves the effective management of a variety of 
different activities. To do so, management must believe in innovative practices and take 
such strategic measures sufficient to save its adoption. This must therefore be addressed 
in the tool. Pries and J anzsen (1995) have emphasised the crucial role of innovation 
management in achieving successful construction innovation and creating competitive 
advantage. 
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People: The UK construction industry has long experienced difficulties in meeting its 
skill requirements. Given the right atmosphere or culture, 'innovation will not readily 
take place without the right people being drawn to it' (Sturges et al., 1999). The people 
factor accounts for the social and cultural aspects related to the people within an 
organization and are important to its success (Ruikar et a!, 2004). Egbu et al. (1999) 
examined the management of innovation in construction by surveying a number of 
companies which were identified as 'innovative'. They highlighted certain 
characteristics shown by all innovative organisations. These are: people are open-
minded, willing to accept change, flexible in lines of communication, structure that 
allow top-down bottom-up and risk tolerant climate where it is accepted that lessons can 
be learned through mistakes. Clearly many of these characteristics would be difficult to 
engender in an industry based on adversarial, entrenched relationships (Gesey et a!, 
2007a), therefore the people factor is important and is a key ingredient to innovation 
success and can effect overall performance of an organization and need to be 
addressed in this proposed tool. 
Process: According to Sexton and Barrett (2003) the process of innovation means a 
series of actions and reaction forces which include management support (action), 
resistance to change from the staff/people (reaction), allocation of capital to purchase 
needed technology (action) and lack of appropriate work routines to coordinate and 
channel the innovation activity (reaction). The innovation process is not often an orderly 
process, but a process that is subject to peaks and troughs as the progress of the 
innovation competes with the day to day variability of workload and the often acute 
pressures on finite staff and financial resources. "What is needed is a framework or 
process that can guide innovation activities from start to finish." (Dundon, 2002). 
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Process change of any nature carries its rewards and risks but strong links between the 
different stages of the innovation process are critical to success and need to be 
addressed. 
IR Investment: The amount of investment funding available for construction research 
has been declining steadily in recent years and is estimated to be less than 0.5% of the 
construction sector's spending. By comparison aerospace invests 11%, automotive over 
9% and pharmaceutical up to 13% of their revenues on research (ICE, 2003). A lack of 
continuing investment in R&D in the construction industry may be preventing 
innovation starting and continuing (Glass, 2002). Furthermore, the construction industry 
itself has clearly struggled with the notion of R&D as a tangible benefit, which may 
relate to the fact that the industry has traditionally been very slow to exploit innovation. 
At present, no construction organisations have been placed in the top 250 R&D 
investors list (Steele and Murray, 2001). Since the publication of the Egan report 
'Rethinking Construction'(l998), it has been accepted that for future growth within the 
construction industry to be sustainable it will become increasingly reliant on its R&D 
capabilities and it is very important that a better mechanism be developed for defining 
the industry's long term R&D investment needs (Fairclough, 2002). 
Technology: The technology factor covers all aspects relating to information and 
communication technology (ICT) and its capability of coordinating different activities 
within and cross organizations and also across industries (Laudon and Laudon, 2002). 
Kao (1997) explains the role of technology as a catalyst for and multiplier of creativity. 
Electronic tools for sharing information, including e-mail, intranets and knowledge 
management systems dramatically enhance people's ability to represent, organize and 
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apply knowledge and ideas (Kao, 1997). According to Tidd et a!, (2001) technological 
development does have its own internal logic, which helps define where companies will 
find innovative opportunities. Lloyd et a! (2002) argued that an automated and web-
based monitoring system can remove geographic barriers and reduce time in 
transferring data, in addition, it enables exchange of massive volumes of information at 
high speed and a relatively low cost (Deng et a!, 2001), An automated and web-based 
innovation assessment tool is proposed to bring together the six aspects/ criteria cited 
(shown in Figure 5.1) and translate these into an effective tool to assess innovation end-
users such as SMEs or large construction companies. Such a tool will also help to 
organise company performance data and can be easily retrieved via intranet/internet and 
database technology. 
2.7 Contribution to Research 
Research. on innovation is mostly focussed on product development, with little service 
innovation literature and virtually none on the engineering environment such as the 
construction industry. There is a lack of agreement on benchmarking and there is no 
national or international guidance for innovation in the construction industry. As such, 
the literature does not really provide a clear basis for an innovation assessment tool for 
the construction industry. 
For these reasons, the development of an innovation assessment model and prototype 
application/tool could help construction companies to assess their innovation 
capabilities. The prototype application/tool could initiate a business improvement 
process leading to the effective implementation of a strategy/best practice guidelines 
and allow construction companies to: assess their innovative performance; help them to 
focus on the areas where they want to make progress; integrate innovation related 
strategies into overall competitive strategies; and benchmark their innovation 
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performance with peers and within the construction industry. Hence, it would help to 
address the current problems surrounding implementation of innovation management in 
the construction industry. 
The innovation assessment model described in Chapter 4 is built around the assumption 
that a company will be better able to manage innovation if it measures and continuously 
improves itself to become more innovative. The model is thought to be unique in the 
construction industry (certainly in the UK) and hence there is sufficient novelty in this 
research. The development of the innovation assessment model and prototype 
application are covered in detail in subsequent chapters. 
2.8 Summary 
This chapter has provided an overview of the relevant research that has been conducted 
within the subject area. It examined the general concept of innovation, its management 
and the key determinants of innovation in the construction industry. The next chapter 
will elaborate on the research methodology adopted for this project. 
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CHAPTER 3: DEVELOPMENT OF INNOVATION 
ASSESSMENT MODEL FOR CONSTRUCTION 
ORGANISATIONS 
3.1 Types/Models of Innovation 
The second objective of the research was to review theoretical and industrial models of 
innovation in the construction industry, and develop an innovation model for use in the 
construction industry. This forms an important stage in the research by exploring the 
evolution of key innovation models, with a view to informing the development of an 
innovation assessment tool for the construction industry. 
3.1.1 Types of Innovation 
Many research projects have attempted to characterise technological innovation and 
explain how it works, for example, by categorising innovations via type (incremental, 
radical or system innovations) or process (whether the innovation is radical or incremental, 
is continuous or discontinuous, is sustaining or disruptive). This has produced an array of 
many competing models, varying in their integrity and applicability Gesey et a!, (2005b ). 
Research on innovation in construction has demonstrated that it can take many forms (see. 
Barrett and Sexton, 1998; Gann et a!, 1998; Pries and Janszen, 1995). For example, 
Slaughter (1998) characterised innovation according to whether it is incremental, 
architectural, modular, system or radical. 
• Incremental innovation is a small change, and is based on existing experience and 
knowledge. 
• Architectural innovation may consist of a small change within a component, but a 
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major change in the links to components or systems. 
• Modular innovation is a significant change in the basic concept within a component 
only. 
• System innovation is identified through the component's integration of multiple 
entities that must work together to perform new functions or improve the facility 
performance as a whole. 
• Radical innovation is based on a breakthrough in science or technology that often 
changes the character and nature of an industry. 
The types of innovation presented by Slaughter (1998) above describe the relative 
consequences of an innovation and its characteristics, but do not provide a simple 
descriptor (Glass, 2002). Instead, Glass (2002) suggested that the construction industry is 
being driven towards other types of innovation. As can be seen from the Table 3.1, 
innovation can take place at many different forms/levels, whether it be service, product, 
communication or technology transfer etc. 
Table 3.1 Generic categories for construction innovation (adapted from Glass, 2002) 
Categories 
Communication 
Construction methods 
Design methods 
Information 
Integration 
Maintenance 
Manufacture 
Materials 
People 
Performance 
Process 
Procurement 
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Description 
Advances in ICT 
Developments in the practical aspects 
Methods of designing with IT 
Ways of capturing expertise or experience 
Approaches to integrating existing systems or processes 
Advances in 'building care' aspects 
Developments in production/assembly 
Changes and advances in construction materials 
Approaches to managing people through organisational change 
Life-cycle improvement 
Management of manufacture, design, construction and operations 
Strategies to encourage and manage partnering arrangements etc 
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Product 
Service 
Technology transfer 
Development of construction materials or components 
Customer care and/or delivery of product 
Methods of sharing and/or exchanging development 
3.1.2 Models of Innovation 
The research has identified various models that attempt to explain how the innovation 
process works mainly from academic literature. It is useful to present the evolution of 
- these various models and their limitations. Rothwell (1992) classified the models into 
five generations as shown in Table 3.2. Although his fifth-generation models appear 
complex, they still involve the same basic process framework (Tidd et al., 2001). 
Table 3.2 Five generations of innovation models based on Rothwell (1992) 
Generation Time Model Key features 
First 1950/60s Technology push Simple linear sequential process. Emphasis on 
R&D. The market is a receptacle for the fruits of 
R&D. 
Second 1970s Market pull Simple linear sequential process. Emphasis on 
marketing. The market is the source for directing 
R&D. R&D has a reactive role. 
Third 1980s Coupling model Emphasis on integrating R&D and marketing 
Fourth 1980/1990s Interactive model Combinations of technology push and market pull 
Fifth 2000 Network model EmEhasis on external linkages 
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The five generations of innovation models based on Rothwell are discussed in detail 
below. 
First and second generation: technology-push versus market pull model: Rothwell 
(1992) provided a useful historical perspective on this, suggesting that the nature of 
innovation and its process has been evolving from a simple linear model (Tidd et al., 
2001). The 1950s were a period of post war recovery where demand exceeded 
production capacity. Economic growth came from new technological sectors. As such 
the dominant corporate strategy emphasised R&D and manufacturing. During this 
period, the predominant model of innovation was the technology-push model, also 
known as the linear model. 
Technology push 
Research 
and 
-
Manufacturing 
-
Marketing -+ User Development 
Market pull 
Research 
Marketing 
-
And 
-
Manufacturing -+ User Development 
Figure 3.1 Linear models of innovation (based on Trot!, 2002) 
Rothwell (1992) argues that in the latter part of the 1960s was an era of corporate 
growth. Companies diversified their product offerings to meet intensifying competition. 
Customer needs were seen to be driving the innovation process, hence the market-pull 
model. In the market -pull model, the key input to the innovation process is customer 
needs. The market was seen as a source of ideas for directing the activities of R&D. 
Rothwell (1992) and Freeman (1996) reported that R&D plays an important role in 
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ensuring that innovations are available when required, but it is not the only generator of 
innovation. 
Third generation: coupling model: Hobday (2002) concluded that the first and second 
generation models of innovation were extreme and atypical examples of industrial 
innovation. The linear models of innovation concentrated on what is driving 
downstream efforts, rather than how innovation occurs (Galbraith, 1982). In the 1970s, 
the explanation of the innovation process shifted towards the coupling model. Drawing 
on the coupling model, Rothwell and Zegveld ( 1985) described the innovation process 
as "a complex net of communication paths, both intra-organisational and extra-
organisational, linking together the various in-house functions and linking the firm to 
the broader scientific and technological community and to the marketplace". Trott 
(2002) argued that the linear model is only able to offer an explanation where the initial 
stimulus for innovation was born. The coupling model shown in Figure 3.2 suggests that 
it is the result of the simultaneous coupling of the knowledge within the manufacturing, 
marketing and R&D functions. 
Research 
And 
Development 
Manufacturing 
Marketing 
Figure 3.2 The simultaneous coupling model (Source: Trott, 2002) 
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Fourth generation: integrated model: The previous iterations suggest that the 
innovation process is complex, non-linear and requires feedback and cannot be seen as 
being caused by a single factor (Jones and Saad 2003). The importance of 
understanding the process of innovation has been advanced by work by Rothwell (1992) 
and Freeman (1996). The interactive model develops and links together the technology 
push and market pull models (see Figure 3.3): 'it emphasises that innovations occur as 
the result of the interaction of the market place, the science base and the organisation's 
capabilities' (Trott, 2002). Similarly, Dosi (1982) argued that innovation is a cumulative 
process of iteration between technical feasibilities and market possibilities. The 
interaction is not limited to market and technology, but affects the economic, social and 
institutional context to determine the best practice pattern for innovation (Freeman and 
Perez, 1988). 
... ---- -- -- - .. -·-···-·-······- ..... 
Latest sciences and technology 
/v- Advances in societv PUSH -~ 
Idea 
-
R&D 
-
Manufacturing Marketing ___... Commercial I 
-
product 
M~ 
PULL r--- Needs in society ~ 
and the marketolace 
' ·-
Figure 3.3 Interactive model of innovation (Sourse: Trott, 2002) 
Fifth generation: systems integration and networking: Rothwell (1992) called the fifth 
generation innovation process the systems integration and networking process (SIN). 
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This is characterised by elements of systems integration and networking. System 
integration is made possible by the use of Information Technology (IT) to integrate the 
various functions within a firm. IT enables a firm to be connected to the outside world 
more effectively, for instance through the Internet, EDI linkages to suppliers, Computer 
Aided Logistics Support (CALS) and integrated information system for supporting 
production, procurement and operation. The firm's linkages to external networks and 
the relations to customers have been shown to be important to innovation activities in 
firm. (Von Hippel, 1988; and Stevens, 1997). In particular, Stevens (1997) emphasises 
the importance of networking among firms and the role of competition in advancing 
innovation. Miozzo and Dewick (2004) also suggest that networks can benefits from 
inter-organisational cooperation in a fragmented industry such as the construction 
industry. 
Over the past 80 years several studies of conceptual innovation models have also been 
carried out, they include the work of Schumpeter, 1934; Schmookler, 1954; Mensch, 
1979; Mowery and Rosenberg, 1979; C Freeman, 1996; Nelson and Winter, 1977; Dosi, 
1982; Freeman and Perez, 1988; Clark and Juma, 1987; Cooke and Morgan, 1993; and 
Rothwell, 1992. Table 4.3 provides a few examples of the key innovation models in the 
literature; While innovation is present in all of these, its characteristics and description 
vary, so there appears to be a lack of consistency, even after such an extended period of 
development. This is a problem and one that this research seeks to address. 
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Table 3.3 A review of conceptual innovation models, based on literature 
Authors 
Schumpeter, 1934 
Mensch, 1979 
Schmookler, 1954 
Mowery and Rosenberg, 
1979 
C Freeman, 1996 
Nelson and Winter, 1977 
Dosi, 1982 
Freeman and Perez, 1988 
Cooke and Morgan, 1993 
Rothwell, 1992 
Schumpeter, 1934 
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Models 
Technology - Push 
Clusters of 
innovation 
Need-pull 
Coupling model 
Long cycles of the 
world economy 
Key focus 
Economic growth is achieved by 
introduction of a new idea where 
science and technology are the major 
sources of innovation 
Stalemate creates an accelerator 
mechanism and induces innovation 
which comes in clusters 
Innovation is the result of emphasis 
put on demand factors 
Technology and demand are both 
determinants of success in 
innovation 
Electronics industries considered to 
form the basis of the fourth 
Kondratiev wave with innovation 
arising in the upswing phase as 
outcome of both market and 
technology 
Natural trajectories Innovation is viewed as an 
Technological 
paradigm 
Social and 
economic paradigm 
Regional network 
paradigm 
System integration 
and network 
paradigm 
Technology - Push 
interaction between the firm's 
natural trajectory and the selection 
environment 
Technological paradigm incorporates 
interrelationships between scientific 
progress, technical change and 
economic development and suggests 
a continuous progress along a 
defined technological trajectory 
Innovation is viewed as an economic 
interaction between the economic, 
social and institutional spheres 
Significant links between innovation 
and regional support and learning 
Innovation as a multi-factor process 
depending on intra and inter-
organisational relationship 
Economic growth is achieved by 
introduction of a new idea where 
science and technology are the major 
sources of innovation 
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3.2 Assessment Models and Tools 
This section reviews existing business improvement models and innovation assessment 
tools, both from within and outside of the construction industry, with the aim of 
identifying how innovation management is currently dealt with by businesses, whether 
or not they are construction-focused. 
3.2.1 Review of Business Improvement Models 
There are several tools/models that have been used to self-assess organisations' 
performance and capabilities. These assessment tools or models have different 
underlying goals and definitions. For example, the Department of Trade and Industry 
(DTI) in the UK and Construction Excellence have produced Construction Industry Key 
Performance Indicators (KPis) that underpin a number business excellence models (CE, 
2005). Furthermore, Information Communication Technology (ICT) has driven large 
and SMEs companies from all sectors to search for ways of monitoring and improving 
performance (Neely and Hii, 1998). Over recent years there has also been increasing 
recognition that a more holistic approach to performance is required, such as: 
1. the European Foundation of Quality Management Excellence Model 
(EFQM, 1999); 
2. the Balanced Scorecard (Kaplan and Norton, 1996); 
3. Key Performance Indicators (KPis) and benchmarking (CE, 2005); in 
managing sustainable construction (BRE, 2002), and 
4. a guide for managing innovation (CIDEM, 2002). 
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Table 3.4 Business improvement models and their measures 
EFQM Excellence model The Malcolm 
Model 
Baldrige ISO 9001 
• Leadership 
• Policy and strategy 
• People 
• Partnerships and resources 
• Processes 
• Customer results 
• People results 
• Society results 
• Key performance results 
Total Quality Management 
(TQM) 
• Culture 
• Communication 
• Commitment 
• Planning 
• People 
• Process 
• Performance 
• Leadership 
• Strategic planning 
• Customer and market focus 
• Measurement, analysis and KM 
• Human resources focus 
• Process management 
• Business result 
Balanced scorecard 
• Learning and Growth 
Perspective 
• Business Process Perspective 
• Customer Perspective 
• Financial Perspective 
• Quality management system 
• Management responsibility 
• Resource management 
• Product realisation 
• Measurement, analysis 
and improvement 
Key Performance Indicators 
(KPI) 
• Client Satisfaction- Product 
• Client Satisfaction- Service 
• Defects 
• Predictability- Cost 
• Predictability- Time 
• Profitability 
• Productivity 
• Safety 
• Construction Cost 
• Construction Time 
These business improvement models and assessment tools (Table 3.4) have been used to 
self-assess organisations' performance and capabilities and have been developed using 
principles that underpin a number of business excellence models. The models originated 
from the manufacturing and service industries and it has been argued that they are not 
necessarily appropriate for construction (Thompson, 2005). The business improvement 
models and approaches are useful in themselves, but innovation that appears to be 
present in them is unclear and in an unstructured manner. Thus there are questions about 
their relevance to both: a) construction and b) innovation management. 
3.2.2 Review of Assessment Modelsffools 
To attempt to address the problem of overarching business improvement models not 
matching the needs of construction and innovation management, several performance 
assessment models were reviewed to check their appropriateness for the construction 
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industry in the light of current practices within the industry. See also Table 3.5 which 
follows a commentary on each of the tools. 
ISDT (Innovation Self-assessment Diagnostic Tool) 
This diagnostic tool was designed and developed by Department of Trade and Industry 
(DTI). The tool was designed to help companies identify themselves with some of the 
better behaviours that promote innovation and identify specific areas of poor 
performance and look for advice in these areas (www.innovation.gov.uk). 
GIS (Go Innovative System) 
The 'Go Innovative' system helps organisations to innovate and to develop innovation 
as a core competency without significantly altering their organisation's current 
methodologies (www.goinnovate.com). 
OAT (Organisational Assessment Tool) 
This tool was designed and developed by the Innovation Network. The tool was 
designed to help companies understand their organisational strengths, and to throw 
some light on areas in need of improvement ( www .innonet.org) 
RAT (Readiness Assessment Tool) 
This tool was designed and developed at Leeds/Birmingham University. The tool was 
designed to help senior business managers in identifying area of current organisational 
weakness etc (Burgess and Shaw, 2004 ). 
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SPICE (Standardised Process Improvement for Construction enterprises) 
This tool was developed at the University of Salford. The tool was designed to evaluate 
the construction processes within a construction organisation (SPICE, Questionnaire, 
1998). 
RACE (Readiness Assessment for Concurrent Engineering) 
This tool was developed at West Virginia University in the 90s and is widely used in the 
software engineering, automotive and electronic industries. The RACE model is 
conceptualised in terms of organisational processes and technology to support the 
product development process (CERC Report, 1993; Wognum et a!, 1996). 
BEACON (Benchmarking and Readiness Assessment for Concurrent Engineering in 
Construction) 
This tool was developed at Loughborough University. It assesses the readiness of 
construction companies to improve their project delivery processes through the 
implementation of concurrent engineering (CE), (Khalfan, 2001) 
VERDICT (Verify End-user e-Readiness Using a Diagnostic Tool) 
This construction specific tool was developed at Loughborough University. It is an 
Internet based e-readiness application that assesses the overall e-readiness of end-user 
construction firms for using e-commerce technology (Ruikar, 2005). 
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Table 3.5 Comparison of business performance and innovation assessment tools 
I~ Aspect Status of Software Usability Survey Suitability for Modei!I'ool Availability Method Construction s s 
ISDT Business Development Yes, web Yes, but its Questionnaire No 
process ongoing based very basic 
GIS People, Commercial None It seems very Interview No 
process, complicated 
structure 
and 
technology 
OAT Organizati Commercial Yes, web Yes, butits Questionnaire No 
onal based very basic 
strengths 
RAT Business, Development None Pencil & Interview No 
technical ongoing paper 
managers 
SPICE Project Research None Yes Questionnaire No 
manage me prototype 
nt 
RACE Process & Commercial Only for Yes Questionnaire/ No 
technology specialists Interview 
BEACON People, Research None Yes Questionnaire Yes, It is 
process, prototype designed for 
manage me CEin 
nt and construction 
project not for 
innovation 
VERDICT People, Research Yes, web Yes Questionnaire Yes, but it 
process, prototype based requires some 
manage me modification, 
nt and as it is 
technology designed fore-
readiness and 
not for 
innovation 
Of these assessment tools, most conceive organisational improvements in general as 
supporting innovation, some of them are under development and some are being used 
on a commercial basis. However, the assessment models that are most relevant to being 
adapted to address innovation management, after appropriate modification, would be the 
BEACON model (Khalfan, 2001) and the VERDICT model (Ruikar, 2005). The 
BEACON model (Benchmarking and Readiness Assessment for Concurrent 
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Engineering in Construction) assesses the readiness of construction companies to 
improve their project delivery processes through the implementation of concurrent 
engineering (CE), it consist of four elements, which are People, Process, Project and 
Technology. The BEACON model is not useful as it tend to rely on manual data 
collection and interpretation, and while the VERDICT model (Verify End-user e-
Readiness Using a Diagnostic Tool) is an Internet based e-readiness application that 
assesses the overall e-readiness of end-user construction firms for using e-commerce 
technology (Ruikar, 2005). The VERDICT model is similar to the BEACON model it 
comprises a series of statements that fall into four categories, namely; People, Process, 
Management and Technology. Such approach is good for the modern business 
environment with the wide applications of internet and database technology. But the 
tool does not benchmarks each individual construction organisations for each category 
with peers of similar business types (e.g. clients, consultants), group types in terms of 
turnover, as well as the industry as a whole. It only benchmarks one IT company called 
CISCO with their e-readiness. Another drawback is that the tool does not provide 
guidance to end-user companies that are note-ready in order to achieve e-readiness. 
On their own, VERDICT's four parameters may actually not be sufficient for an 
assessment whether it is e-readiness or innovation assessment in the construction 
industry (or indeed for any other industry). This might require the addition of items such 
as 'leadership' in order to drive policies and strategies and to successfully implement it. 
Another possible parameter missing from the VERDICT models is 'IR investment', 
which is one of the key determinants of innovation or technology in any industry. The 
addition of such parameters could enable the conceptual framework behind both 
BEACON and VERDICT to be adapted to better suit the practice of innovation 
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management. This is one of the novel features in iCon model. Furthermore the iCon 
model and its associated questions/statements has been developed specifically for 
innovation assessment for the construction industry. 
3.2.3 The Development of Innovation Assessment Model (iCon) 
This section describes the development of the innovation assessment model iCon. The 
acronym iCon was derived from the overarching goal of the prototype application 
(Innovation Assessment Tool for Construction). The Prototype Application is an 
innovation assessment tool, which aims to provide a rapid online assessment of 
innovative practices and competencies in construction companies. The following 
sections present the iCon Model. 
The iCon model has been developed for assessing innovative practices and competency 
for the construction industry. The proposed prototype model named (iCon) is shown in 
Figure 5.1. A questionnaire was developed for the model, which covers all the 
components/parameters shown in the model. The proposed model has some similarities 
with the BEACON and VERDICT models, it combines aspects of these two models and 
builds on them as discussed in Section 5.2. The iCon model adopt in terms of 
methodology used, the questionnaire criteria and diagrammatic output used in 
VERDICT, i.e. the use of radar diagrams. However, the iCon model differs from the 
VERDICT model in that it focuses on innovation management and its assessment in the 
construction industry, whereas Verdict model focus on an e-readiness. The key 
advantage of the iCon model is that it does not only include the four parameters as 
covered in other models but also introduces two new components, leadership and IR 
investment. The rationale behind including these two components is that both of them 
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are as critical as the other parameters as people, process, technology and management 
and should be distinguished. The development of the iCon model is important for the 
effective implementation of a strategy/best practice guidelines and benchmarking for 
innovation performance. 
According to Have et a!, (2003) benchmarking is the comparison of organisational 
processes and performances in order to create new standards and or improve processes. 
There are four basic types: 
• Internal - benchmarking within an organisation, e.g. using iCon model, 
construction companies can benchmark internally by tracking and comparing 
current performance with past performance 
• Competitive - benchmarking operations and performance with direct 
competitors, e.g the model is comparing performance against the practices of 
other leading construction organisations for the purpose of improving innovation 
performance. 
• Functional - benchmarking similar processes with the broader range of the 
industry e.g. the model helps construction organisations to measure and 
benchmark innovative practices within the construction industry. 
• Generic - comparing operations between unrelated industries e.g. the model 
facilitate a rapid assessment of innovative practices and performance that has 
been achieved in the recent past by other innovative organisations. 
The benefits of the model include: It allows companies to assess their innovative 
performance and highlight on the areas where improvement is needed; it enables them 
to integrate innovation-related strategies/best practice guidelines into their business 
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activities and to benchmark their performance with peers and within the construction 
industry. 
The iCon model comprises of six main categories as depicted in Figure 3.4, which are 
partly addressed by other mentioned models and translates these into an effective tool to 
assess innovation end-users such as SMEs or large construction companies. These 
parameters were derived from assessment models/tools, as discussed in Section 3.2. 
Innovation auditing models from a number of authors such as Higgins (1995) and Tidds 
et al (2001, pp 377-381) were used as they provide a detailed method for evaluation of 
innovation management in an organisation. Similar checklists of output measures were 
also provided by Kuczmarski (1996; p.l82, 2001) and an anonymous list of measures 
from the International Trade From (2002) see Appendix F. 
The iCon model has been developed for use in assessing construction organisations 
such that the six categories covered in the model would be assessed using these 
parameters shown in Figure 3.4. 
Leadership 
Technology Management 
IR Investment People 
Process 
Figure 3.4: Innovation Assessment Model for Construction (iCon) 
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The iCon system is built around the premise that, in order to be innovative, construction 
organisations require to excel in the following six categories as discussed in chapter 2 
section 2.6 they include; 
• Leadership to drive innovation policies and strategies 
• Management that believes in innovation 
• People who have the adequate skills and who believe that innovation is the 
successful exploitation of new ideas 
• Processes that enable and support innovation 
• IR Investment, one of the key determinates of innovation or technology in any 
industry 
• Technology tools and the necessary infrastructure to support business functions 
A survey questionnaire and interviews with a range of companies within the 
construction industry was carried out to validate the model, its parameters and 
associated statements. These statements were derived from business assessment 
models/tools, which covers all the components/parameters shown in the model 
(Assessment model questionnaire in Appendix D). 
3.3 Summary 
This chapter has provided an overview of the relevant research that has been conducted 
within the subject area. It was found that innovation is mostly focussed on product 
development. There is a lack of agreement on benchmarking and there is no national or 
international guidance for innovation in the construction industry. As such, the literature 
does not really provide a clear basis for innovation management practices in the 
construction industry. Hence, a review of existing assessment tools found that the 
BEACON and VERDICT assessment tools could provide the theoretical basis for the 
development of an innovation assessment tool to address these problems. The next 
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chapter will explain the development of the prototype application (iCon), its design, 
development and implementation of the tool; a web based innovation assessment tool 
for construction organisations. 
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CHAPTER 4: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter reviews a range of research methodologies and compares the different 
research methods and approaches, but in particular explains the rationale for techniques 
adopted in this research project. 
A research methodology describes the principles and procedures of logical thought 
processes applied to scientific investigation (Fellows and Liu, 1999). There is no unique 
or best research method (Yin, 1994 ); the use of each research method is based on the 
form of research question, the objective and contextual situation. The success and 
validity of any research depends critically on the appropriate selection of research 
methods (Steele, 2000; Fellow and Lui, 2003). According to Robson (1996) there are a 
number of research methods that can be adopted including: interviews, questionnaires, 
one-to-one discussions, observation, and experiments; however a common distinction is 
made between qualitative, quantitative and triangulation research methods (Johnson and 
Christensen, 2003). The qualitative, quantitative, and triangulation approaches are 
briefly described below. 
4.2 Research design 
The research design is the logical sequence that connects the empirical data produced by 
research to the initial research objectives of the study, and ultimately to its conclusions 
(Yin, 1994). For example, Steele (2000) highlights seven strategies of research: 
experiment, survey, archival analysis, history, case study, action research and 
modelling, which are shown in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1 Research methods: adapted from (Steele, 2000). 
Form of research Required control Focus on Strategy question over behaviour contemporary 
events events 
Experiments How, why Yes Yes 
Survey Who, what, why, No Yes 
where, how many, 
how much 
Archival Who, what, why, No Yes/No 
analysis where, how many, 
how much 
History How, why No No 
Case study How, why No Yes 
Action Who, what, why, how Yes/No Yes 
Research many, how much 
Modelling Who, what, how No Yes/No 
many, how much 
The choice of research methods has a critical effect on the final outcome of any research 
because an appropriate choice of research method can lead to failure of the research. 
Literature review, surveys (interview, focus group and questionnaire) action research, 
RAD and case study are discussed in detail in Section 4.3 as they have been adopted as 
part of the methodology for this research. 
4.2.1 Qualitative and Quantitative Research 
Research methods can be classified in various ways (Robson, 1996), however one of the 
most common is between qualitative, quantitative research and mixed research 
approaches known triangulation method. Qualitative research approach was originally 
developed in the social sciences to enable researchers to study social and natural 
phenomena, whereas quantitative is developed in the natural science, and it relies on the 
collection of quantitative data (Straub et a!, 2005). For all types of research methods of 
collecting data will impact upon the analysis, conclusions and validity of the study 
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(Fellows and Liu, 2003 ). According to Bryman (200 1) the connection between theory 
and research- quantitative and qualitative research can be taken to form two distinctive 
cluster of research strategy. These strategies are set out in detail within the ne;\t 
sections. 
4.2.2 Qualitative Research 
Qualitative research involves the collection of qualitative data, which include 
observation, survey (interview and questionnaires), documents and participant 
observation (Seale, 1999) to understand and explain social phenomena (Myers, 2004). It 
tends to be subjective in nature and consists of detailed descriptions of situations, 
events, people, interactions and observed behaviour (Patton, 1992). Qualitative methods 
seek to find out individual beliefs by asking how and why (Beatham, 2003) and when 
something occurs. According to Hancock (1998) the main methods of collecting 
qualitative data are individual interviews, focus group, direct observation and case 
studies. According to Steele, (2000) Qualitative research consists of two conditions; (l) 
the use of close up, detailed observation of the natural world by the researcher and (2) 
the attempt to avoid prior commitment to any theoretical. Much qualitative research 
concerns the generation of concepts through the researcher becoming immersed in the 
data collected in order to discover any patterns. Therefore, it is essential to be sensitive 
in order to detect inconsistencies and to be aware of the potential for different views to 
the expressed and for alternative categorisations and explanations to be valid 
(Thompson, 2005). 
The researcher therefore must be aware of his/her own preconditioning and views and 
hence potential bias (Fellows and Liu, 1997). Hence, there are advantages as well as 
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disadvantages involved in using a qualitative research method. Qualitative approaches 
include richness of data and deeper insight into the phenomena under subject of study 
(Hancock, 1998). Among various advantages are that it facilitates in-depth study, 
produces detailed information with a smaller number of people and provides a great 
understanding of the topic under study. The disadvantages of qualitative approaches 
relate to the problems of achieving adequate validity and reliability of the data collected 
due to its subjective nature. The data collected is usually unstructured and analysing it 
tends to be difficult, often requiring a lot of filtering, sorting and other manipulations 
(Fellows and Liu, 1997). The comparison of both qualitative and quantitative research 
epistemology has been tabulated in Table 4.3. 
4.2.3 Quantitative Research 
Quantitative research is an exploratory study or an operational study based on in-depth 
analysis of interviewee responses and is objective in nature (Naoum, 1998). 
Quantitative data can be gathered using a variety of techniques such as experiment, 
quasi-experiments and surveys (SJI, 1999). Quantitative approaches compare factual 
data with theory, how many and how much? (Walker, 1997); results can be analysed 
statistically using mathematical techniques (Carrillo, 2001). The effectiveness of the 
selected types of quantitative methods depends of the nature of the research (Adetunji, 
2006). The most common quantitative techniques are personal, telephone and mail 
surveys (OWBC, 2001). Table 4.2 highlights some of the key advantages and 
disadvantages of these survey methods. 
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Table 4.2 An overview of the advantages and disadvantages of quantitative survey 
methods, based on literature. 
Methods Advantages Disadvantages 
Personal survey • Allows high flexibility in • Higher cost than mail 
the questioning process questionnaire 
• Interviewers have control of • Potential interviewers bias 
the interviewing situation due to high flexibility 
• High response rate • Time consuming 
Telephone • Moderate cost • Difficult to discuss certain 
• Fast topics 
• High response rate • Can be expansive survey 
• Increase quality of data • Less chance for supplement 
information 
Mail survey • Cost is low compared to • Low rates of response 
other methods • Require easily understood 
• High degree of respondents questions and instructions 
anonymity • Greater respondents bias 
• Wide geographical reach • High uncompleted questions 
According to Brannen (1992), quantitative research is concerned with attitudes and 
large-scale surveys rather than simply with behaviour and small-scale surveys. The 
advantages of the quantitative methods are that control is achieved through the 
sampling, design, and also reliable measurement (Bums, 200). In quantitative research, 
data is usually analysed statistically, the common tools include the survey technique 
which is the most widely use method in social science and also the most relevant to this 
study. 
4.2.4 Triangulation 
Triangulation is the process of using more than one form of research method, often 
involving the use of both qualitative and quantitative approaches; it has proven to be 
more powerful and very effective than a single approach (Lee, 1991; Sherif, 2002). The 
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triangulation method is used to obtain confirmation of findings through convergence of 
different perspectives taken from both quantitative and qualitative methodologies. This 
approach offers researchers a greater deal of flexibility, where theories can be 
developed qualitatively and be tested quantitatively or vice versa (Ruikar, 2005). Table 
4.3 highlights the main characteristics of qualitative and quantitative research methods. 
Table 4.3 The main characteristics of qualitative and quantitative research methods 
(adapted from Key, 1997). 
Point of comparisons Qualitative Research Quantitative Research 
Focus of research Quality (nature, essence) Quantity (how much, how 
many) 
Associated phrases Fieldwork, ethnographic, Experimental, empirical, 
naturalistic, grounded, statistical 
subjective 
Design Flexible, evolving, emergent Predetermined, structured 
characteristics 
Goal of investigation Understanding, description, Prediction, control, 
discovery, hypothesis description, confirmation, 
generating hypothesis testing 
Sample Small, non-random, Large, randomly, 
theoretical representative 
Data collection Researcher as primary Inanimate instruments (tests, 
instrument, interviews, questionnaires, surveys, 
observations computers) 
Data analysis Inductive by researcher Deductive (by statistical 
methods) 
Outcome Comprehensive, holistic, Precise, narrow, reductionist 
expansive 
A triangulation method involves the use of both qualitative and quantitative approaches. 
Using this method, theories can be developed qualitatively and tested quantitatively 
(Khalfan, 2001 ). Triangulation increases the validity and reliability of the data, since the 
strengths of one approach can compensate for the weaknesses of another (Ruikar, 2005). 
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Therefore, triangulation method serves to reduce or eliminate the disadvantages of each 
individual approach whether qualitative or quantitative, whilst gaining the advantages of 
each, and of the combination- a multi-dimensional view of the subject, gained through 
synergy (Fellows & Liu, 1999). 
There are conflicting reports on the different number/types of triangulation, but the 
general consensus including (Mathison, 1988 and Begley, 1996) appears to indicate that 
five variants exist. These are: 
• Data - triangulation of different sources of data across time, space or persons. 
• Investigator- triangulation of work amongst several researchers. 
• Methodological -triangulation of multiple methods to study a single problem. 
• Theory- triangulation of two or more contrasting theoretical positions. 
• Analysis- triangulation via use of more than one analysis technique. 
4.3 Adopted Research Methodology 
This section explains in detail adopted research methodology for this thesis they 
include: literature review, surveys (interview, focus group and questionnaire), action 
research, case study and Rapid Application Development (RAD). The adopted research 
approach was to divide the research into three phases: investigation, synthesis and 
application adapted from Morse (1994). Each phase was divided into separate stages, as 
shown in Table 4.4. 
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Table 4.4 Research phases and stages (based on Morse, 1994). 
Phase Sta!!e 
Investigation • Preliminary Information Gathering 
• Involves the review of literature • Problem definition 
• Understanding subject area of the 
research 
Synthesis • Secondary Information Gathering 
• Solution System Proposal 
Application 
• Prototype • Evaluation 
As explained in section 4.3, the selection of the most suitable research method depends 
largely on the intention of the research objectives and the type of data needed for the 
research. 
The aim and objective of this research as stated in section 1.6 gave a clear perspective 
about how the project would be approached. Thus it combined different research 
methods, that involve both qualitative and quantitative methods was adopted. This type 
of research methodology can also be referred to as the triangulation method. According 
to Wing et a! (1998), established research methods in both quantitative and qualitative 
approaches are seen as having a contribution to make at various points in the process, 
depending upon the existing body of knowledge in the specific area under study, the 
objectives and perspectives of the research and the quality of available data. 
With this in mind, Table 4.5 presents the overall research approach and identifies the 
objectives and associated tasks against the phases of the research methods along with 
research output. The table identifies the objectives and the work tasks against the stages 
of the research. 
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Following the table, the subsequent sections discuss the precise research methods 
deployed and their research instruments; i.e. literature review, surveys (interview, focus 
group, questionnaire), action research, case study and Rapid Application Development 
(RAD). 
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T bl 4 5 R a e esearc h d roa map o f b" o Jjectlves, tas k san d h d met os 
To develop an innovation assessment model and a prototype application for construction 
Overall Aim organisations to provide a rapid, online assessment of innovative practices and competencies 
in construction companies 
OBJECTIVES TASKS 
~ 
METHOD > 
"' t'l 
I. A review of extant literature on innovation z LR < t'l 
"' I. To review theoretical ..., .... 
and industrial models of ~· Review of the drivers, barriers and business case for the ~ 
innovation in the development of a culture of innovation in the construction industry. > LR ..., 
construction industry 
.... 
0 
z 
3. Prepare a detailed survey questionnaire s 
4. Identifying the successful innovation models within the UK 
"' s 
construction industry. ~ 
2. To develop an 5. Investigate barriers to the development of a culture of innovation in = LR t'l innovation model for use the construction industry 
"' .... in the construction 6. Review of extant literature on innovation, specifically on the "' 
industry generic, theoretical and industry-specific models or frameworks for LR 
innovation and the interpretation of such models. 
7. Identify the most influential models, sets out the evolution of these s 
models, their advantages and limitations 
3. 8. Reviews existing innovation assessment tools and models, from > 
within and outside of the construction industry .. ... LR To explore methods ;s 
for assessing 9. Analyse existing process, methods, procedures and business .... ("J 
innovation practices in construction industry. > FG 
capabilities and ::l 0 develop a prototype z 
application for 10. Develop a web-based innovation assessment tool specifically for 
construction 
construction companies, which addresses innovation management FG 
organisations; and, in the construction industry 
4. 
To evaluate the 
I I. Design and develop a prototype innovation assessment tool for 
RAD 
usability of the 
construction companies. 
assessment tool such 
that it can be 12. Evaluate a prototype application s 
adopted easily into 
construction 13. Develop recommendation for implementation of innovation 
organisations. framework CS 
KEY: 
Literature Review (LR), Survey (S), Focus Group (FG), Case Study (CS) & Rapid Application Development (RAD) 
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4.3.1 Literature Review 
It is essential that in the early stage of any research a search is carried out to identify 
potentially relevant theory and literature. It is often the case that research based on a 
literature review identifies additional questions that would be fruitful to pursue (Burns, 
2000). The literature review helps to stimulate the thinking of the researcher on the 
previous work that has been carried out in the subject domain (Fink, 1998). A literature 
review was therefore used to: define the problem; highlight previous research and 
methodologies that have previously been used; reveal gaps in previous research; and, 
suggest areas for further research. 
There are substantial amount of literature available regarding the issue of innovation in 
general, but comparatively less exists on innovation and its management in the 
construction industry. As a result, information was gathered using several possible 
avenues to acquire all information used herein: Loughborough University Library. 
Sources were located using inter library loans, databases (e.g. Compendex, Zetoc on 
engineering journals, periodicals, conference proceedings and text books), plus intemet 
websites such as DTI, ICE, ISTRUCTE, CIOB, CE, CIRIA etc; together with 
discussion with supervisors and peers with interest in the subject area. 
This literature search did not aim to concentrate solely on innovation management in 
construction. Its aim was to provide the author as a researcher with a detailed 
understanding of the ways in which the field of innovation and its management had 
been explored previously in the construction industry and other sectors. 
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The core literature items for this project included papers from the following academic 
journals: Building Research and Information; Construction Management and 
Economics; Journal of Construction Engineering and Management; International 
Journal of Technology Management; and Engineering, Construction and Architectural 
Management. In addition, the Proceedings of the International Conferences on 
Construction Industry development, (CIB) were found to particularly useful. 
The effort to collate all the considerable amount of information into a single body of 
work has helped in providing a better insight and understanding in the major issues 
concerning innovation and its management in the construction industry. 
4.3.2 Survey Instruments 
4.3.2.1 Questionnaire Survey (QS) 
A questionnaire is a self-administrated measuring instrument consisting of a series of 
questions and other prompts for the purpose of gathering information from respondents 
(Lui, 1994). 
Questionnaire survey was conducted to identify innovation activities and advanced 
business practices in the construction industry what constitutes innovation, types of 
innovation whether technologies or advanced business practices, factors that drives or 
stops innovation within the construction industry. The study reviewed the successful 
innovation models, best practice and lessons learned within the construction industry. 
The survey was distributed by post, to a random of 98 construction companies 
encompassing various construction disciplines. From the 98 participants a total of 25 
usable, but detailed responses were received. This can be considered reasonable for a 
voluntary postal survey. Saunders et a! (2000) suggested that response rates for postal 
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surveys can be as low as 15 - 20% and Ruikar et a!, (2002) carried out a similar survey 
in the construction industry and the response rate achieved was 22%. Akintoye and 
Fitzgerald (2000) confirmed that the construction industry response norm is 20 - 30%. 
It is possible that the low response rate can be explained by the fact that responsibility 
for innovation within construction companies is not necessarily clearly delineated. The 
findings presented in this thesis are based on an overall response rate of 25.5%. 
4.3.2.1.1 Design of Questionnaire 
Brenner et al, (1985) suggest that the design of a questionnaire involves a process with 
several general stages: understanding the areas to be explored; the question wording and 
sequencing; and the physical design and layout. The advantage of using questionnaire 
surveys is that: they are cheap; do not require as much effort from the questioner as 
verbal or telephone surveys; and often have standardised answers that make it simple to 
compile data. The disadvantage of the questionnaire survey is that standardised answers 
may confuse or frustrate users (OEBC, 2001). 
An important aspect of designing any questionnaire is to ensure the largest possible 
return, which enables meaningful analysis. A survey was used as the method for 
collecting data to identify innovation activities in the construction industry. A postal 
questionnaire was considered appropriate for the investigation in the construction 
organisations. To improve the response rate, several important steps were taken, they 
include: 
Primary contact of the respondent prior to sending the questionnaire by telephone, 
restriction of the questionnaire to six pages, accompany the questionnaire with a cover 
letter explaining the purpose of the survey, enclose a stamped and returned envelope; 
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and companies that had not responded received written reminders with additional copies 
of the questionnaire. 
The questionnaire essentially included the following information: background 
information about the respondents; company size and activities; innovation activities; 
business practices and strategies; and additional information. 
4.3.2.1.2 Pilot Study 
A pilot study for the survey questionnaire was conducted to ensure that the questions 
were appropriate and made sense to the target group. It covered innovation rates, types, 
e.g. whether its technology or advanced business practices, drivers and strategies. The 
objectives of the pilot study were to insure the length of questionnaire; the clarity, 
simplicity of the language used, and to insure it is understood by respondents. The pilot 
questionnaire was then sent to eight industry professionals and prominent academics. It 
was refined through them on the design and content of the survey. Minor modifications 
were made as a result of the pilot study which improved the clarity and structure of the 
survey questions. 
4.3.2.1.3 Method of Analysis 
Analysis of the data was a descriptive one, which involves the central tendencies, 
measuring the spread of data and plotting distribution exhibited by the sample. Creswell 
(1994) highlights that there is no one right way to analyse data and therefore the method 
that is most suited to the response data has been chosen, for example the results were 
analysed statistically. 
It is usual respondents fail to answer some questions, this can create a problem when 
analysing data, this research encountered this problem and strategy used was to assign 
zero score for the missing data. 
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4.3.2.1.4 Results and Analysis 
This section examines the overall responses to the survey and reports on significant 
cross-tabulations between survey questions. Of the 25 respondents, almost half 48% 
were Small to Medium-sized Enterprises (SME). This study has shown that innovation 
rates in the UK construction industry are comparable, to the those found in the UK 
Innovation Survey covering the whole of the UK. Findings from the survey indicate 
66% of construction companies in the UK were innovative active. The evidence shows 
the importance of innovation to business success, Innovation leads to customer 
satisfaction, competitiveness, productivity, profit and efficiency. Although there are 
obstacles to maximising innovation performance e.g. the lack of recognition of a 
number of key determinants of innovation in construction industry, such as; investment, 
strategic vision, mechanisms for change and research base structure. The industry want 
to improve the innovation performance by adopting procedures to evaluate their 
innovation capabilities. 
In order for construction companies to be effective in adopting procedure to evaluate 
their innovation capability an innovation self-assessment tool is proposed to provide a 
rapid online assessment of innovative practices and competencies in construction 
companies. The objective of the tool is to initiate a process leading to the effective 
implementation of a strategy/best practice guidelines and to allow construction 
companies to: assess their innovative performance; help them to focus on the areas 
where they want to make progress; integrate innovation related strategies/best practice 
guidelines into overall competitive strategies; and benchmark their innovation 
performance with peers and within the construction industry. The survey questions is 
shown in Appendix B. 
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4.3.2.2 Individual, Expert Interviews (El) 
An interview is a verbal interchange, often face-to-face in which an interviewer tries to 
elicit information, beliefs or opinions from another person (Burns 2000) and is 
described as any form of interaction between two or more people. Interviews can be un-
structured, semi-structured and structured. In an unstructured interview, the interviewer 
wants to find out about a specific topic without a preconceived plan, structure or 
expectation as to how they will deal with the topic (Hancock, 1998). Semi-structured 
interviews use a series of open ended survey questions whereas structured interviews 
consist of exactly the same questions in each instance. 
4.3.2.2.1 Data Collection by Interview 
In this research, interviews were conducted with both senior management staff in the 
construction industry and academics to determine the content of innovation 
management, performance measurement of innovation process and outline of the 
innovation process. 
4.3.2.2.2 Interview Question Generation 
Interview questions were developed for open and probing questioning (Saunders et al., 
2003). This was done to reduce interviewer bias, to elicit interviewee knowledge, to 
help interviewees to think about their responses and to increase the required depth of 
response incrementally during the interview. 
Semi-structured interviews were used to ensure that personal contact was established. 
The open ended nature of the answers and the need to be flexible with logic and order of 
the questioning made a semi-structured interview appropriate (Saunders, 2003). 
Structured interviews would have been inappropriate in this context because of the need 
to retain flexibility in the questioning. 
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The key question was Question 5 (How can innovation be measured?). The other 
questions were designed to guide interviewees' thinking towards that question. A 
number of prominent academics and industry professionals were consulted on the 
design and content of the interview questionnaire. The list of interview questions is 
shown in Appendix C. 
4.3.2.2.3 Selection of Interviewees 
Interviews were conducted with Atkins managers and employees to determine the 
content of an innovation audit, performance measures for an innovation process and 
outline of innovation process. The interviewees were selected to provide data from 
different departments in Atkins, fourteen interviewees were selected they include R&D 
Managers, Business Excellence and Business Improvement Managers (e.g. Junior, 
Middle & Senior Managers) within Atkins as identified in Table 4.6. The grade profile 
was generally consistent with that of Atkins overall. 
Table 4.6 List of Interviewees 
Grade Respondent No. 
7 13 
9 10 
10 7 
12 9 
13 14 
14 4 
14 6 
14 5 
14 12 
14 8 
14 11 
15 2 
15 1 
16 3 
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Responses were organised into broad statements, which were identified with "junior 
managers", "middle managers" and "senior managers" grades. These were determined 
from grades 7 to 12, 13 to 14 and 15 to 16 respectively. Cognitive mapping was used to 
produce relevant outputs from the findings. 
4.3.2.2.4 Interview Preparation 
Bias and reliability issues were addressed through limiting preparation. It was 
considered important to find out the interviewees' awareness of innovation and this 
would not have been achieved if significant notice was given. As most interviewees 
were manager with engineering background, it was believed that they might try to find 
"standard" answers. To avoid this, the interviewees were told only that the interview 
was about innovation and that no preparation on their part was necessary. Generally, 
interviewees had between I and 5 days notice. 
4.3.2.2.5 Interview Performance 
The interviews were performed in an open, relaxed and informal manner, with all but 
one in private and one conducted by telephone. Neither of these constraints had a 
significant impact on the responses. Interviewees appeared to be challenged by the 
questions, but were normally content to provide answers. Interviews were generally 
conducted in available offices at known locations. 
Recording was performed in most cases using a digital recorder. There were no 
objections to this and it provided the basis for a preamble discussion, which helped to 
relax the participants. The recordings were later used to prepare transcripts of 
interviews. 
All interviews lasted approximately 30 minutes, although discussions relating to the 
subject elongated to 50 minutes at times. 
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4.3.2.2.6 Data processing 
Data was processed in accordance with the stages identified by Radnor (2002, p. 84): 
a) Give each interviewee a simple code (in this case. "respondent"); 
b) Just read all the interviews (more than once); 
c) Read between the lines; 
d) Decide on all the topics ("understanding of innovation"); 
e) Organise the topics; 
f) Decide on the categories within the topics (in this case, these were 
initially guided by the literature search); 
g) Lay out the coding sheet categories; 
h) Read all of the interviews and put a simple code to the data; 
i) Design a coding table for each topic to include all categories; 
j) Collect all of the data codes from all interviews that are particular to a 
category; 
k) Copy and past actual data into the table; 
I) Include multiple references that interviewees make to the same category. 
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4.3.2.2. 7 Data Analysis and Findings 
In general, there was considerable interest in the subject area, although views were 
mixed. For example, some believed that Atkins is good at innovation, others disagreed. 
A more common statement with regard to innovation was that parts of Atkins are good, 
but generally it underperforms. 
There was a significant association between innovation and idea generation among all 
respondents, but limited indication that innovation also had to include a process for 
turning ideas into useful outcomes. This was stated clearly only one respondent; 
"Innovation is to do with the generation of new ideas and the process of turning 
that into a useful outcome. " 
It was clear from other comments, however, that even the respondent placed 
considerable weight on idea generation as the key constituent of innovation. 
4.3.2.3 Focus Groups 
Focus groups are a form of group interview that capitalises on communication between 
research participants in order to generate data (Kitzinger 1995). It involves a group 
discussion on a predetermined subject, which is instigated by a researcher who usually 
acts as a moderator or facilitator throughout (Morgan, 1998). This means that instead of 
the researcher asking each person to respond to a question in turn, people are 
encouraged to talk to one another: asking questions, exchanging anecdotes and 
commenting on each others' experiences and points of view (Powell and Single, 1996). 
Focus groups are an established and accepted research technique for qualitative 
explorations of attitudes, opinions, perceptions, motivations, constraints, participation, 
and behaviour. The benefits of a focus group is to gain insight into people's shared 
understanding of the subject area and the ways in which individuals are influenced by 
others in a group situation (Gibbs, 1997). 
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The focus group method was selected to collate data from professionals in construction 
industry and IT experts for the development of the Innovation Assessment Tool 
specifically for construction companies, and also as an evaluation strategy for 
understanding the possible end-user perception on the adoption of the prototype 
application. Focus Group was therefore adopted as an evaluation strategy for 
understanding the possible end-user perception on the adoption of an innovation 
management approach. 
The researcher was a member of various focus groups including: Innovation Group 
tasked to implement innovation issues within the company; Business improvement 
group tasked to identify areas of improvement and Business excellence group to 
develop best practice guidelines for the company and the fact that the company 
traditionally used these types of meetings to investigate and resolve pertinent issues has 
been a significant help. This is further discussed in Chapter 5. 
The focus group technique provided group-depth interviews through the process of 
interaction as it allowed further querying of responses. Comments made during group 
discussion can generally be broken into three categories: 
I. Things the participants liked about the prototype application 
2. Things they did not like about the prototype, and 
3. Suggestions for additions or extensions. 
The potential participants were carefully screened through face-to-face discussions and 
telephone conversations. The size of the group was small to allow the discussion to go 
deeper into the subject. The key objective of the evaluation was identifying the potential 
level of acceptance for developed prototype. 
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The implemented prototype was designed as a proof of concept for a selected target. 
During the participant selection, the potential evaluators were given a brief description 
of the developed prototype. Successful ones received an information pack providing 
further details. Further briefing was also provided during the first 20 minutes of actual 
focus group session. The next step was discussion the agenda for the session and 
clarifying any issues that were unclear. In order to build a rapport in the group, 
participants were requested to introduce themselves and provide some information 
about their work. The evaluators then viewed a walkthrough of the prototype 
application and completed a brief questionnaire (Appendix D). A group discussion then 
ensued based on unstructured, open-ended questions that could be answered from a 
variety of dimensions (Appendix E). 
4.3.3 Case Study 
The case study approach is used to gain in-depth understanding of the subject, focusing 
on process rather than outcome, on discovery rather than confirmation (Burns 2000). A 
case study may combine a variety of data collection methods and research strategies 
(Fellow and Lui, 2003, Yin, 1994). The researcher conducting a case study attempts to 
analyse the variables relevant to the subject under study (Key, 1997). A case study is an 
empirical enquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life 
context (Yin, 1994). As shown in Table 4.1 case study is particularly suited to 
answering "how?" and "why?" questions. The main advantages of a case study include 
richness of data and deeper insight into the phenomena under study (Hancock, 1998). 
The disadvantage of a case study is that data collection can be time consuming and 
consequently data is collected from smaller number of people than that would usually 
be the case for the questionnaire survey (Ruikar, 2005). 
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The early phase of the project was based on a review of existing literature, but as the 
project advanced towards developing prototype application, it became necessary to 
validate the theoretical concepts through the case study methodology. The case study 
was therefore undertaken to help understand at flrst hand the issues and barriers for the 
development of the prototype application and it was also necessary to repeatedly review 
the scope of the problem to accommodate constraints. 
The case study approach was used to collate data from experts in the fleld of innovation 
and its management, and the evaluation of the usability of the prototype application 
developed. The model questionnaire is required to be completed by appropriate 
company staff who are aware of and supporting innovations in the construction 
industry. The example selected for this case study is that of a large consultants 
engineering company with over 16000 employees. 
4.3.4 Rapid Application Development (RAD) 
The flnal part of the research programme involved the design and development of a 
prototype application, which aims to provide a rapid online assessment of innovative 
practices and competencies in construction companies. There are various different 
application development methodologies, they include, Rationalised Unified Process, 
Extensive Programming, Reflective Systems Development (Avison and Fitzgerald 
2003). RAD is a concept that facilitates the faster development of application software 
(Webopedia, 2004): it is performed iteratively through several stages (Ruikar, 2004; 
Adetunji, 2005), as illustrated in Figure 4.2. 
The review of various software development methods and informal discussion with flve 
software developers (three from within the construction industry) and two researchers at 
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Loughborough University provided a strong case for the selection of rapid application 
development (RAD). Due to the short timescale of this research project and the need to 
the design and development of a prototype application, it was decided to use the RAD 
methodology, because of its speed in: gathering end-user requirements from qualitative 
methods such as case studies and focus group; prototyping and early iterative user-
testing of designs; a rigidly paced schedule that defers design improvements to the next 
product version; and less formality in reviews and other team communication that runs 
in parallel to the software development process (Whatis, 2000). The methodology 
adopted in the development of the innovation assessment tool for construction 
organisations is presented below. Figure 4.1 illustrates the development of the tool. 
Construction Industry Innovation Assessment Industry Validation 
Innovation Model & Prototype Company A 
Performance Review Application 
Figure 4.1: Data input for the development of the Innovation Assessment Tool. 
The development of the Innovation Assessment Model involved both qualitative and 
quantitative methods. This type of research methodology can also be referred to as the 
triangulation method. Development of the model was carried out in several stages. The 
first stage involved the development of an assessment model for gauging the 
construction industry innovation performance. Using a qualitative approach, a review of 
existing literature on the subject matter (i.e. innovation assessment models and tools) 
was carried out Section 3.2 in chapter 3. The best suited models in the context of this 
research study were then adapted to develop a model that assesses the construction 
industry innovation performance. Before using the model, a pilot study for both the 
model and its associated questionnaire was conducted to validate the model so that the 
associated questionnaire were appropriate and obtain feedback for further refinement. 
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The pilot study wa re fined through a number of prominent academics and industry 
profe sionaJs who fi lled in asse ·sment ques tionnaire. The result of the pilot study 
sugge ted area for improvement both the model and it associated questi onnaire. Some 
modifi cations were made as a result of the pilo t s tud y which improved the ques ti onnaire 
a nd the model. The outcome of thi led to the development of a set of questi ons that 
a e s the overa ll innovation performance for con Lruction organi ati on . 
T he econd stage involved de velopment and evaluati on of a prototype application. T he 
development o f the application was an iterative proce s based on Rapid Application 
Development (RAD) methodology o f o ftware development (Maner, 1997). RAD is a 
concept that faci li tate the faster development o f application oftware. It i performed 
iterati vely through everal stages a illustrated in F igure 4.2. 
Re-specify Re-evaluate 
Figure 4.2. Rapid Application Development u ing iterati ve prototyping 
T he prototype application was evaluated using a nu mber of method includ ing elf-
evaluation and peer review during the development pha e and then through indu try 
validation of the final prototype application. Eva luation wa ba ed on the func tionality 
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of the prototype application, its user-friendliness, errors, and its relevance to its target 
audience i.e. construction companies. The evaluators were given a standard evaluation 
questionnaire shown in Appendix E. Evaluators were also encouraged to include and 
additional suggestions for further enhancing the prototype application. The result is 
discussed in section 5.1.2. 
4.4 Summary 
This chapter has discussed the main methodological approaches that were used to 
achieve the research aim and objectives. It provided a research map of the overall 
research process and justified the reasons for their selection as appropriate. The next 
chapter discusses the development of innovation assessment model for construction. 
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CHAPTER 5: DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROTOTYPE 
APPLICATION AN INNOVATION ASSESSMENT TOOL 
FOR CONSTRUCTION (ICON) 
5.1 Introduction 
The Prototype Application is an innovation assessment tool, which aims to provide a 
rapid online assessment of innovative practices and competencies in construction 
companies. 
The development of the application was an iterative process based on the Rapid 
Application Development (RAD) methodology of software development (Maner, 1997). 
The prototype was evaluated using a number of methods including self-evaluation and 
peer reviews during the development phase and then through industry validation of the 
final prototype application. Evaluation was based on the functionality of the prototype 
application, its user-friendliness, errors, and its relevance to its target audience i.e. 
construction companies. 
The Tool provides a rapid online assessment of innovative practices and competencies 
in construction companies. It allows construction companies to: assess their innovative 
performance; help them to focus on the areas where they want to make progress; 
integrate innovation related strategies/best practice guidelines into overall competitive 
strategies; and benchmark their innovation performance with peers and within the 
construction industry. 
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5.1.1 Prototype Application iCon 
The iCon Application comprises a series of statements with which respondents may or 
may not agree to varying degrees. Statement indicators are words and sentences that 
describe a state of behaviour or practice, which are employed to measure practices of a 
particular process (Sherif, 2002). The iCon tool contains 60 statements, the purpose of 
which is to establish the existence or non-existence of a good innovation process. 
iCon relies on the judgement of the respondent as to whether or not they agree with the 
statement(s) in the context of their organisation, department or business unit(s). The 
respondent(s) need to ensure that their responses are consistent with their assumptions 
e.g. if the responses are in the context of the department and not the organisation, then 
that assumption must be consistently reflected throughout. Individual who is aware of 
and supporting innovations within their business unit(s) (e.g. innovation manager, 
business development manager, business improvement manager, R&D manager, and 
technology manager etc.) must complete the assessment. The rating scales are as 
follows: strongly disagree = I, disagree =2, neutral = 3, agree = 4, strongly agree = 5, 
and a "don't know" option is also included, where this equates to a zero score. 
Interpretation of results is based on the overall mean score of each of the six categories 
of the assessment (leadership, management, people, process, IR investment and 
technology), which involves four levels: e.g. poor, average, good, and excellent. The 
scores are averaged, and depending on the average score, the respondents are presented 
with colour key indicators (i.e. red =poor, amber= average, yellow = good and green = 
excellent), to visually indicate their innovation performance in each category. 
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• An average score greater than or equal to 1 and less than 2.4 is red. Red 
indicates that several aspects (within a category) need urgent attention to 
improve innovation practices (Poor); 
• An average score greater than or equal to 2.5 and less than 3.4 is amber. Amber 
indicates that certain aspects (within a category) need attention to needs to 
address innovation issues (Average); 
• An average score greater than or equal to 3.5 and less than 4.4 is yellow. Yellow 
indicates that certain aspects (within a category) need attention to needs to 
address innovation issues (Good); and 
• An average score greater than or equal to 4.5 is Green. This indicates that the 
end-user organisation has high innovation capability and maturity (Excellent). 
Users rate their organisation performance on each statement on a five-point Likert scale. 
The statement is graded on a scale of 1 to 5 where an average score is calculated for 
each category, the higher the average score the more likely it is that the end-user 
organisation has high innovation capability and maturity. 
5.1.1.1 System Requirements 
The iCon system requires a web-based tool, which collects, stores, retrieves and 
analyses data to generate a report for the user. This involves interaction between the 
web server and web database. A web-based tool enables exchange of massive volumes 
of information at high speed and a relatively low cost (Deng et a!, 2001). Therefore 
iCon can be accessible to everyone who has an interne! access nowadays every 
company has an internet access for daily day to day works. According to Roberts 
(1995) 'if you cannot measure it, you cannot manage it'. So the tool easily helps 
companies benchmark their innovation performance with peers and within the 
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construction industry a a whole. Figure 5. 1 illustrates the runclional decomposition of 
the iCon Application. 
Figure 5.1: Functional Decompo ition Diagram 
Functional decompo ition the term u cd in IT to break down a proces into non-
redundant operation . it provide a hierarchical breakdown of the program into the 
individual operation , or routines, that arc required. 
The development of iCon require both hardware and oftware pecification , wruch are 
necessary for creating dynamic web pages and sy tern databa e design. Table 5.1 
summarises the y tern requirements for the iCon Application. 
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Table 5.1: Summary of System Requirements 
Functional requirement 
• Information 
• Registration 
• Login 
• Assessment questionnaire 
• Report 
Functional interface design 
Usability issues and web design 
guidelines 
(for related literature see Norman 
et al, 2001 and Schober, 2003) 
Non-functional requirement 
Scalability, compatibility and 
concurrent access 
Software requirement 
Microsoft Windows 2000 or 
above 
Web server 
PHP 
Database server 
MySQL 
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Purpose 
Provide information on the aim, expected outcome, benefits, 
how to use the tool, registration and login page. 
Collect users data (e.g. email address), 
Facilitate access to the protected pages 
Check all questions are completed, if not state the uncompleted 
questions and instruct users to complete the missing questions, if 
yes, generate statistical and graphical report and provide text and 
colour coded numerical output for the users. 
Basic Web guidelines: 
Standardise the interface colours 
Use standard interface controls appropriately. 
Provide information on confidentiality and privacy. 
Provide easy access to help e.g. an email address, phone, etc. 
Use short and concise sentences and paragraphs. 
Use well-designed headings to guide the users 
Navigation: 
Streamline forward movement through the questionnaire while 
allowing backtracking to view or change answers. 
Reduce the branching instructions to a minimum to reduce 
reading time, confusion, and perceived difficulty of the 
questionnaire. 
Label links clearly and make it easy to correct mistakes. 
Layout: 
Put important information at the top and/or left-hand side of the 
page and make it visible at all times. 
Limit the use of graphics and animation. 
Eliminate horizontal scrolling and minimise vertical scrolling. 
Data Entry: 
Use appropriate data entry tools 
Label each data entry field clearly. 
Implement data entry validation check to ensure consistency and 
data integrity. 
The system mnst be flexible and portable so that it can be used 
in any common version of web browsers. 
The speed of processing user requests should be within an 
acceptable time range. 
Different users in different locations can assess the system at the 
same time without collisions. 
Operating system. 
Server-side technology for creating dynamic web pages. 
System database design. 
For graphics 
For graphs/charts 
Security and data integrity (registration and log in forms) 
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5.1.1.2 System Architecture and Operation 
The iCon Sy tern Architecture was created arou nd a three-tier application a depicted in 
Figure 5.2, which show Lhe IProNET system. The fir t tier i the pre entation tier, 
which involve the client brow er ol"twa.re. The tool i compatible with aU standard 
web brow e rs . The second level is the midd le tier that contain the applicatio n logic. 
The web e rver, the c ripting engine and cript re ide in thi tier. The web server i a 
piece of oftware that manages forward and backward data communication between the 
client and databa e tiers. The third tier cons i t of a Database Management Sy tern 
(DBMS) for managing and toring created, modified data and retri eved data for the end 
u er. 
Client Tier 
.. 
The customised web 
page is returned and 
JPRONET Web Server 
The web server processes 
the request 
PHP script code 
embedded in the web 
page IS 1nvoked to 
request data from 
database 
... 
.. 
Data returned from the 
database is processed 
Database Server 
Data returned from the 
databse is processed by 
the PHP script to 
customise the web type 
My SOL Database 
I 
I 
I 
I 
: 1... ........... -~.~::::.:~····-·-·J e:.~::r~:~d ~~::er L. ... -~~:.~:::::~.::.~i~-~--. ..J customise the web page ;·····-····-·········-·············-·······-··: 
Figure 5.2: IPronet Architecture and Operati on - to be adopted within the i.Con 
prototype (Source: Willi ams and Lane, 2002) 
iCon has been developed using Hypen ext Pre-processor (PHP) as the cri pting language 
becau e it i open ource . The front-end of the iCon prototype i de .igned u ing 
iProNET. iProNET is collaborative internet based Project Network Sy tern. It allow 
'virtual team member ' to coll aborate on project in a protected enviro nment, haring 
folders and riles, tracking acti vity and creating website . iProNET management ha 
upported thi tudy in the from of ho ling iCon on the iProNET collaboration y tern, 
and offered gu idance as appropriate. 
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The application mainly con ist of a eri e of web-ba ed que tionnai re form that can be 
accessed by the end-u er(s) usmg standard web browsers such as Microsoft Internet 
Explorer. Any information that i added to the e form tored m the MySQL 
database. The iCon y te rn re ide on the iProNET e rve r wi th which the e nd-u er 
communicates; this forms tbe core o f the middle tier. The iCon prototype de ign 
conformed to the functional decompos ition depicted in Figure 5.1 and summary of the 
ystem requirements in Table 5. 1. 
5.1.1.3 iCon Prototype Features and user experience 
The iCon prototype consi ts of protected and unprotected page as depicted in the 
functi onal compo ition diagram (Figure 5.3, 5.4). The un protected page form the 
iCon borne page hown in Figure 5.3. It provide e enti al in formation on the aim, 
expected outcome , benefits and how to u e the tool. U er arc expected to read the 
front page before using the tool. 
Welcome eo ICon Homepage 
Innovation Assessment Tool for Construction Organi.satfons (ICo n) 
The a1m01 tras SeiAssessmenl TOOI•s ro ~ conslruCllon C.QI'1"4)8Aes assess tnetr •mcMlnon capabl•nes The Objealve Ollhe tOOI•s to lniU8te a process lea ono 10 h effearve 
lfTC)IemotUIIOO clo 51101egy1>esl pradice ~dol""' and llow a>n50\Jdj0f1 companoeslo 
• asses:s metr tMOvSttYe peffonnanc:e • 
• het> toom 10 focus on lho llfeas whofe they ware 1o make PfQOCSs 
• otUgale rmova~on reloled SII'Oieglesl>osl pracoce glldelneo!IIO OYOIOI c...__~ 
• bencf'mark lneir ti'WlCMlllon performance With peas and Wlthn N constrUCbonlllClSry 
AIMiatnentCttltr1a 
Tht 8 SstSsmeft 1110.1de$lht ~-~ C8lf00110S 
· lo>Oe<shp 
·--• Poc!>le • PJocess 
.IR-
• Tect1101cgy 
Outcomt 
Onc-e an usessmet"'IS COf'Y1*!lec2. corroanes Wll be Pfesefted md'lan un:watlon pertonnance tepon, wtlch •nc:ucses 
• AveBge stoces fOf eaCh category aoo cM.-val imovauon perlormance scoro 
• A rodor dlogrom 101 _,.,..01181 bendmol1o~ bolh ..U. cre«s end lhe lncMIJy IS o wholo 
• ASlf1'miliYol responsesando,JdMce ontueas tcw ~ovemenl 
lnttrucdona (P'-•'* reed the rolowing lnttruetlone Mfott you ptoc.Mdl 
.. Tht asses$meflcan be c~ea by any 1rd'o1ciJalwho •s aware of and~ lmovatlons w.Uln ~ne~:r business U"'lls) 
• The llssessmenl lal<.es BPPfOXlmBiefy 15 • 20 mnues 10 c~e and rrug De c~ed ~none smnlQ 
• Responc~erts are r-red 10 ~de a box 101 .. m SUitemefl (eo agree, clsagree and so 0111 end al ~ons """be c00'4lleicd 
• Ouesnons tor ea en u~ are on SO!latJte Pl'9e\ (6 Pi9e\ tn tccaQ 
.. Ptise aJ'ISWef alqJe:Stions rnOfck!f JO ptOCU:ea meanf9U report andmokeSI.Ie Chal alre:spclffleSate consrsa011 ~thanya~ thal you rmkeeg lfycu 
tHPQnSM 1ft Wltn y041 ous.neu t.nt 1n tnncl and no1 "/041 0f091'MS8llot'l tnen me as~on r'I'WJSt be conststetllttOUQh ou 
• New usets JT'll5l r~stet on dle 1PtoNet websl1e NlPS J:J)fonet wsatkms eo t.tc 10 oa•n access 
Contldendalhy 
-
~ ...... 
Figure 5.3: iCon Home Page: Front Page 
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To tart the a e mem, new u er · must regi ·ter on the iProNet web itc: 
ht tp~:l/pronet..,: satkin . . co.uk to gain accc .. Figure 5.4. how the Login Page. 
- ·-- e ·_ a 
Cltdr bat.l tor .,.;C)II'mabOn about how VOU 
c.n JP&ed oo 'tOUt tnCBr«<ion with 
IPmNET 
Ut•rt .,. r-em~ tD dMeca .ny 
~d docUment~ ..-td deat thew 
waste bwtt on • f"eQUI.w ~IS The 
wastJt 1:*'1 c;an be f~ tn me battom 
none: n.ncs com• ol me un!MI, wctt tNt 
""" 
llill!Jl.liJ 
S..C<>r• !>"'YJtdm L~ltt 
V<-• I 
PtilWOfd 
Figure 5.4: The iCon Login Page 
The Login page provide acce to protected page (e.g. a. ·c ment que tionnaire and 
report). The fir t page collect employee in l'ormation as depicted in Figure 5.5 . 
• • 
Step 1 . Pl ease Enter Your Employee Information 
fit'll.....,.l l 1 1 
!MI-l l 11 
;nte' I( M< y 
~___no.· 
~ 
[_..,_ 
E.rt~e~l 
Figure 5.5: iCon Employee Information Form 
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The que tionna.ire a se me nt pages are pas word protected and on ucce sfuJlogin, the 
system checks the database and populates the asses menl questi onnaire page with the 
user's previou data. The ystem facilitates creating, toring, modifying and retrieving 
data; hence the asses menl can be completed in one sitting. Al o, the sy tern a llows 
forward and backward navigation within the as e sment pages to view and c hange 
an wers. In all, the a se , ment con ists of five tep , wh.ich are background information, 
cmpl.oyec and company information, assessment questionnaire, summary of re pon es 
and performance core matrix. The second page collect company in formation as 
de picted in Figure 5.6. 
St e p 2. Ple ase Enter Your Company Information 
Aeklress_t' 
Cklress 2 
rt>Wtt~CJ•,; 
£:CU~~V 
E.ost.c.~ 
reourev· I Select One lvJ 
[iNoib Address 
~~nes• y 
~T...,.,_' l IL• .. ItHsn £1 m y 
No ~1 H O y 
Figure 5.6: Company Background Information Form 
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Type of bu ine ·s, annua l turnover and nu mber of e mployee are implemented for the 
company information form in Figure 5.6 ba eel on the u er 's elected option from the 
drop down boxc (e.g. type o f bu iness and annual turnover). A typical que tionnaire 
page a shown in (Figure 5.7) consists o f a e ri es of stateme nts relevant to each critical 
factor and the co rre ponding category. The u er rate thei r organi ation performance on 
each tatemcnt on a five-point Ukert scale. 
r hllpt llproMI wwUun• to uklbt/bc: cgt/D/'IIOI/990'rcrwtd 1/o1~91'J/0.,000104444618U~t' pone1lilaw1 pro'ltded byPJtk lnrcrd ~ I~ f)( 
. , " p • 
Step 3. Please Fil l In this Questionnaire 
Figure 5.7: Typical Asses ment Questions in iCon 
Even though the y tern allows user the freedom to navigate forward and backward 
after completing all the que tion on each page, it doe en ure that all que tion are 
completed before the report can be generated. Therefore, on clicking the 'Get Report' 
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link, the y tern check the databa e and generate the total o f the number of que tion 
for each category. Once completion of the a e ment the ·y tern ca lculates Lhe mean 
core of each category and u er arc automatica lly pre cnted with a report of their 
performance and interpretation of their re ult . 
5.1.1.4 Summary of Mean Score 
The final part of the report ummari e individual organisation mean core on each 
critical factor and highlight each mean core (red, amber, yellow or green) depending 
on performance. This e tablishe area of improvement and enable organi ations to 
focu on peci fic critica l factor for improvemenl. 
.. f.J tm~t //flrcniL.-..tra~.~c.W'Qflt'lf,&"'51~1~10Mt. .. ll 
n. tdt ~ r....-td tcdJ H~G 
... " 1>1-1-- ............ -. ...,. ....  
Stop 4. summary or your responses 
.~ 
l''-......... ~~~-.. -~~~--
.0.----.tf- ... iiiliifl 
~~"· ---~~~--' .. __ ... itiiMIIIII) ..... 
i! 'Ooi 
·------...... , l-·~-·-
6 0..-A.·-~~~-·-"'----IZ.Oti .. ....... ~~~. ... ~ ........ --... _ 
[.)· O 
~-.... -.-....... ______ .. _,., __ ......... _,..,.._.__,oidlltitl,._.,..,_"' 
~ :o.r-., .. , 
·----~·o o. illllrdo!~tf-
·-•!!.iii: ___ ..,..._ 
.... 
p . 
~  
IIJ 
;D • 11 
~ 
• 
• 
-• l.i 
ID 
~ 
)6 
l st1rt . 11 • -: IJ )t. . ... ·~'', • ·•- g ... , ...... . .... Q t7• . ....-.,.-.. ....._, f! ••"'k.l'! _.( r .. .. .. ·• ~t . • rso;: 
Figure 5.8: Output from iCon: Summary of Mean Score 
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5.1.1.5 Mean Scores of each Category with Colour Coding 
This part of the report collates the mean core fo r the u er on each category (i.e. 
leadership, management, people, process, IR investment and technology) and the total 
mean core, wi th interpretation of core a ill u trated in Figure 5.9. It benchmark each 
mean scores of individual organisations for each category with peer of imilar bu iness 
types (e.g. clients), group types in term of turnover, a well a the indu try a a whole. 
In thj way, the user or their firm can obtai n a v iew of their re lative innovation 
performance. 
Your performance matrix score 
Category Name Mean Score 
Peers Consbuctionlndu~ 
2.8 3.2 
2.9 3.2 
2.9 3.2 
2.9 3.2 
2.9 3.3 
2.9 3.2 
Figure 5.9: Benchmarking of performance with peer and indu try a a who le 
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5.1.1.6 Radar Diagram of Performance Benchmarking 
Thi part presents the graphical illu tration of the benchmark:ing. The mean score are 
plotted on a Radar d iagram as depicted in Figure 5 . LO. (i.e. leader hip, management, 
people, proces , IR inve tment and technology). It be nchmarks each mean score of 
individual organisations for each category with peers o r imilar bus iness types (e.g. 
clients, consultant ), group type in terms of turnover. The Radar diagram give the 
re pondents a vi ual repre entation of the ir overall innovation performance (shown in 
blue), in comparison with peer (shown in red) and the con truction industry as a whole 
( ·hown in green). In thi way, the user or their organisation can obtain a view of their 
re lati ve innovation pe rformance. 
IR Investnent 
Leadership 
5 
Process 
---- vou,. r ·c,.tor...c:tnc.e ----Pec.'" ,..,.tor...ance 
Figure 5. LO: Radar Diagram or Performance Benc hmark 
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5.1.2 iCon Evaluation Study 
The innovation assessment model and the prototype appLication were evaluated using an 
independent panel o f reviewers including academic researchers and industry 
practitioner who are aware of and upporting in novation in the con truction indu try. 
The ba es of evaluation and validation were e ffectivenes , u efulne , applicabili ty, it. 
relevance to its target audience i .e. con tructio n industry and also ugges tion · fo r 
improvement. Thi wa involved a pre entation of iCon mode l. and co mpletion of a 
tructured evaluation and val idation que tionnaire u ing a fi ve-point cale and open 
questions for comments on area for improveme nt and were e ncouraged to make any 
additional ugge ti on in each category. A tota l of 25 sample. evaluated the iCon 
model, these include 20 managerial staff from different con truction companies and fi ve 
academic re earcher . The outcome of the evaluatio n i depicted in Figure 5.1 1. The 
evaluation que ti ons include (i) the effecti vcne of the que tion in capturing the 
ove rall innovation issue ; (ii ) the fo rmulation and ea y to understand each aspect of the 
questions; (iii) the exte nt to which the different categories capture overall es ence o f 
innovation issue; and (iv) the usc fu lne s of the model to aid organi ation innovation 
implementation procc within the con tructi on lndu try. iCon Model Evaluation and 
Validation Questionnaire is shown in Appendix E. 
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11) 
iCon Prototype Evaluation Responses 
-c Q) 
"0 100% c 
8. 80% 11) 
Q) 
a: 60% 
• Excellence 
o Very good 
o Good -0 40% 
Q) 
Cl 20% I Ill 
-
• Average 
11 Ftlor 0% c Q) 
u 
..... 
Q) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Q. 
Questions 
1- effectiveness of the questions in capturing the overall innovation issues 
2- fomulation and easy to understand each aspect of the questions 
3- extant tow hich the different categories capture overall of innovation issues 
4- usefulness of the rrodel to aid organisation irrplerrentation process with the construction industry 
5- a good assessrrent tool 
6- easy to use 
7- easy to navigate 
8- error free 
9- overall assessrrent of iCon prototype application 
Figure 5.1 1: iCon Model Eva luation Response 
The open-ended que Lion of the evaluation explored how the model cou ld be 
improved. Among variou comment are a fo llow . 
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• Teams here have a Lot of discretionary power: If teams have discretionary 
power wont that affect the 'effectiveness' of the Leader? 
• Management: Our organisation regularly organises innovation awareness 
raising workshops, meetings, and events with key stakeholders to capture 
organisational learning, innovative ideas and pe1jormance improvements. How 
do an. organisation's innovation awareness programmes ensure that the 
management is innovation ready ? Might need to rephrase the question. 
• Our company has fully implemented an accredited Total Quality Management 
(TQM) system e.g. ISO 9000, EFQM or similar for irs operation. Ha ving an ISO 
or similar accreditation does not necessarily ensure quality is achieved, bur 
merely a tick on the 'right' box. 
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• Questions 3 and 32 are almost identical. This can have implications on the f inal 
'readiness score. 
The re ults of the iCon evaluation suggested for improvement within the iCon 
statements, some of the evaluator suggested to reduce the tatements and to rephra e 
some o f the statement for the model they though this can have implicatio ns on the fina l 
core for each category if they are not rephra ed. 
Such ugge tion have been taken on board and the current iCon mode l re fl ects thi , e.g. 
omc o f the tatement were rc phra ed and reduced to 60 in tead o f 90 . tateme nts. This 
will reduce the time it takes to u e the model. The overall evaluation re ult indicate that 
the mode l is an e ffecti ve and u eful too l, which prov ide a mean [or con Lruction 
companie to as e the ir innovatio n practi ce and competences. 
For the prototy pe, evaluator were al o a ked to make comment how the prototype 
application could be improved. Evaluation wa ba ed on the functio nality of the 
prototype application, its u er-[rie ndline s, presence o f any errors in content or links, 
and it overall relevance to construction indu try. They were imprc ed with the 
prototype application, the feedback from evaluators has been positi ve to quote some of 
the reviewers' variou comment are as follow . 
• 'A novel way to review innovation m organisations and to stimulate 
improvements. Could also be a benchmark process e.g. do again in 6 nwnths 
and checkfor (hopefully positive) changes'. 
• 'It helps companies pinpoint the areas where they can improve innovation '. 
• 'Fast, effective and easy to use'. 
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• 'Not time consuming... results are informative and reflects/highlights 
differences '. 
• 'Gives you an idea of how good your company is for innovation '. 
In gene ral, the evaluatio n finding highl ighted that the mode l addres e a peeL that 
construction organisations need to become an innovative organisation and to timulate 
improvemenl. 
5.1.3 iCon in-Company Testing Evaluation 
Be ide the useability evaluation, an indu trial evaluati on wa conducted by managerial 
staff, (e.g. bu iness development, improveme nt & innovation managers, and also 
bu ines analy t ) from one of the large t and leading UK con truction companie (e.g. 
UK owned consultants, technical ta ff and turnover), idemified herein a Company ' A" . 
Compan y A i one of the world 's leading provide rs of professiona l, techno logicall y-
based consultancy and support service . Company deli ver total o lutions fo r public 
and pri vate ector client in the following key markets worl dwide: rail , highway and 
tran portation, telecoms, nuc lear, aviation, defence, water, power, o il and ga , health , 
education, and manufacturing. With over 16,000 employees worldwide - 12,500 of 
who m work in the UK. With a turnover of £ 1.4bn, the company is : 
I . the large t engineering consultancy in the UK 
2. Lhe large t multidi c iplinary con ul tancy in Europe, and 
3. the 3rd largest design firm in the world. 
The company can offer public and private ·ector client worldwide a broad portfo lio 
of kiJls embracing engineering con ultancy, des ign, planning, management 
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consultancy, IT, asset management, environmental services, expert service , project 
finance, project and cost management, programme manageme nt, and property 
agency erv.ice (Source: Company webs ite, 2007). 
A total of eight departments from Company A were approached to use the prototype 
application to asses their innovation capabilities. Table 5.2 present the findi ngs on 
innovatio n capabilitie of Company A' different de partment , the findi ngs also include 
the average scores of each department in the categories of leader hip, manageme nt, 
people, process, 1R investment and technology. 
Table 5.2: Average core achieved in Company 'A' 
Company A: A vera! e scores for each category 
Department Leadership Management People Process fR Technology Numbers investment 
I 2.80 2.27 3.33 2.87 2.53 2.87 
2 3.87 3.07 3.00 3.00 3.60 3.13 
3 3.67 3.80 3.87 3.33 3.87 3.53 
4 4.33 4. 13 4 .1 3 4.33 4.27 4.87 
5 3.60 3.87 4.00 3.60 3.80 3.00 
6 4.20 3.67 4.27 4.07 3.53 3.87 
7 2.67 2.53 3.33 1.27 2.67 1.00 
8 3.07 2.60 2.40 2.80 3.27 3. 13 
Average 3.53 3.24 3.54 3.16 3.44 3.18 Scores 
It can be een from Table 5.2, on average in all the departme nt , proce i the !owe t 
core fo llowed by techno logy com pared to the o ther categories. Department Seven has 
lhe weake t level both in term o f proce and techno logy. T hi indicate that certain 
aspects within tho e categorie need urgent attention to improve innovatio n practice 
and issues. Most department are innovati ve active in the leader hi p a nd people 
categorie . H owever, they need to address certain aspect to improve innovation. 
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Overall, Company A is probably good at innovation, but this is not easy to recognise 
and confirm. There is a lack of understanding o f innovation and there are clear areas of 
improveme nt for some of the department and the company a a whole, particularly 
with regard to creation of a trategy, process and cli mate for innovation. Ind iv idual 
department and the company as a whole need to be addressed for innovation to 
progre s. 
5.1.4 iCon's Subsequent Adoption within Company A 
Company A showed an intere t [or further development of iCon in term of its wider 
u e and benefit fo r the company itself and the con truction indu try. An article about the 
tool (iCon) wa publi hed in the company 's interna l magazine ( ee Appendix G and the 
iCon tool it elf was al o hort-li ted for the company's business excellence innovation 
award for last year 2007 ( ee Appendix G) 
5.2 Summary 
Thi chapter has explained the development of the iCon assessment mode l, the design, 
developme nt and implementation of iCon proto type application; a web ba ed elf-
a c ment tool for construction companies. In so doing, a number o f findings can be 
made and some pecific conclu ion drawn, which are covered in the next chapter, 
Chapter S ix . 
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CHAPTER 6: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter pre e nts the research undettaken to meet the ai m and objecti ves of thl 
research project (which were given in Chapter One) and it a! o highlights the main 
findings o f the research. The re earch wa undertake n using the methodological 
approaches described in Chapter Four and it ha been divided into three parts a tated 
in Table 4.5. It provide c ritical evaluation of the research, recommendation and 
further work. Finally, the chapter presents the overall conclusion of the research. 
The project' a im was achieved through the development of an Innovati o n A cssment 
Model and Prototype Application for con truction companie . A worki ng Innovat ion 
The specific objec tives of the project were to: 
• inve tigate the dri ver and barrier to the development of a culture of innovation; 
• rev1ew theoretical and indu trial models of innovation in the con truction 
industry; and develop an innovation model for u e in the con truction indu try 
• explore methods fo r a se ing innovation capabilitie and develop a prototype 
application/tool for construction organisation ·; and, 
• Evaluate the u abi lity of the too l uch that it can be adopted ea ily into 
con truction organi ations. 
The project's objectives are d.i cu ed in the nex t ub- ection . 
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6.2 Investigate the Drivers and Barriers to the Development of a 
Culture of Innovation 
T his involved the preliminary phase of the re earch where an initiaJ literature review 
was undertaken to investigate the drivers and barrie rs to the development of a culture o f 
innovation both in construction and other industry sector . This was achieved through 
an exten ive and critical review of literature on innovation, the attendance of seminar 
and workshops, and through the expert focu group. T he e resulted in a better 
understanding of the development of innovative trategie for e nhancing the 
consu·ucti on industry ' competitivene s through the implementation of innovati on 
culture; they faci li tated a mean through whi ch the existing culture of innovatio n could 
be analy ed and identified appropriate method to devise and implement improvement . 
It ha been well documented that current con truction indu try culture i adversarial: 
professions are frag mented (Egan, 1998; Lottaz et al., 2000) and informati on in sen ·iti ve 
(Gajendren, et al. , 2004; T homa et aJ. , 200 I ; Tarn, 1999), creating di vi ion in 
background , cu lture, learning tyles and goals. The R&D ba c is fragmented, patchy in 
quaJity and in size, and becau e of these above reasons, the industry wi ll find it difficult 
to attract and retain talented people in the future (Fairclough, 2002). To improve the 
situation the developme nt of a culture of innovation i of utmost importa nce if a 
bu ine i to become uni versally proactive, and remain ucce fu l (Steele and Murray, 
200 l). l.t is clear from the literature that investment (both human and financial) in a 
know ledge-ha ed innovation management method that facilitates both top-down and 
bouom-up approache could be an appropriate option for construction companies 
(Gesey et al. , 2005a). UK Construction Indu try needs to under tand Cu lture, Skill and 
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R&D investment and its relationship within innovation if they want to be uccessful. 
Figure 6.1 below represent the overall kill , culture and R &D inve tment and its 
relationsh1p within innovation in the construc tion indu try . 
Area or overlap wi1hin 
which an innovation 
cuiiUre could be 
succcssrully financed 
and starred 
Figure 6.1 A proposed mode l in earch of ' innovation Chemistry' (after icolin i) 
Area where all three elements overlap repre e nt the opportuniti e where innovation can 
be exploited. A good understanding o f the relation hip between culture, kills and R&D 
inves tment is fundamental to practical app licati on o f innovation in the construction 
indus try. The succe sful innovation culture can arguabl y be financed and taffed at this 
overlap, i.e. the ucce sful formula or chem1 try (Nicolini, 2002). 
Specific areas within innovation in the con truction indu u·y reviewed (Ge cy et al, 
2005a), reporting on key literature on culture, R&D inve tmcnt and kill requirements 
as they relate to innovation. The con truction culture is a major factor in many of the ill 
faced by the industry; the mi match o f kill uppl y and demand could prove to be 
serious for the con Lruction indu try and the amount of inve tment fu ndi ng available for 
con truction research ha al o been tcadil y declining in recent year (Ge ey et al, 
2005a). 
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Chapters Two prov ide extensive coverage of the literature. In urrunary it findings 
were innovation mostly focussed o n product development. There is a lack of 
agreement on benchmarking and there is no national or international guidance for 
innovation in the con truction industry. A such, the literature doe not really provide a 
clear bas is for innovation management practice in the construction industry. Hence, a 
rev iew of existing a se s rnent tool fou nd that the BEACON and VERDICT readine 
assessment tools could provide the theoretical bas is for the development of an 
innovation asses ment model (iCon) to address these problems. 
6.3 Review Theoretical and Industrial Models of innovation in the 
Construction Industry 
ll was pertinent to rev iew theoretical and industrial model of innovation in the 
construction indu ·try o that a betler under landing could be achieved. N umerous 
re earch project have attempted to charactcri e techno logical innovation and explain 
how it work . Variou tec hnique were u. ed to capture and anal y. e data, the e included 
a literature rev iew, focu group and survey que tionnaire and inte rview . The e helped 
to identify the most influential model , set. out the evo lution o f these models, their 
advantage and li mitation . 
There are variou model that attempt to exp lain how the innovation proces. works in 
practice and it is useful to present the evolutio n of these various model and thei r 
limitations. The c model are discu sed in detai l in c hapter 3 and Ge ey et al, (2005b). 
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6.3.1 Innovation activities within the construction companies 
Survey wa conducted to ex plore innovation acti vi ties within the con lruction industry. 
The evidence shows the importance o f innovati on to bus ine success, innovation leads 
to cus tomer satisfaction, competitivene ·, productivity, profit and efficiency. Although 
there are obstacles to maximising innovation performance e.g. the lack of recognition of 
a number of key determinants of innovation in construction industry, suc h as; 
investme nt, trategic vision, mechani m for change and re earch base tructure 
(Fairclough, 2002). 
Thi tudy ha shown that innovation rate m the U K con truction industry are 
comparable, to tho e found in the UK Innovation Survey coverin g the whole of the UK. 
Finding from the survey ind icate 66% o f con tructi on companies in the UK were 
innovati ve acti ve. T he indu try want to improve the innovation performance by 
ado pting procedures to evalua te their innova tion capabili ties. 
In order for consu·ucti on companie to be effec ti ve in adopting procedure to evaluate 
the ir innovatio n capabiJ ity an innovation as e ment mode l/tool wa developed to 
provide a rapid online a essment of innovati ve practice and competencie 
in construction companies. Innovation activities and levels arc measured based on 
technological and advanced busine · practice presented m the urvey que tionnaire 
(Appendjx B). 
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6.4 Explore methods for assessing innovation capabilities and develop 
a prototype application for construction organisations 
This was achieved through a detailed literature review, and semi-structured interviews, 
focus group, including web-based search and review of academic literature. A pilot 
study was carried out with a number of prominent academics and industry professionals 
as mentioned in Section 4.3.2 The results of the pilot study suggested areas for 
improvement with the model and its questionnaire, e.g. it was suggested a four level 
assessment scale, namely: poor, average, good and excellent, should be included in the 
assessment. The development of innovation assessment model for construction 
companies is presented in chapter 3. 
6.5 Evaluate the Usability of the Innovation Assessment Tool 
Evaluation is an integral part of the development process, it is therefore, imperative that 
a clear plan for the evaluation is established at the onset and factored into each step of 
the development process (Whitten and Bentley, 1998). In this case, evaluation was 
based on' the functionality of the prototype application, its user-friendliness, presence of 
any errors in content or links, and its overall relevance to construction industry. 
Evaluators were given a standard evaluation questionnaire and were encouraged to 
make any additional suggestions in each category. 
A two basic stages approach were adopted for evaluating the iCon model and prototype 
application. The first stage involved development and evaluation of the model. The 
second stage was an industrial evaluation. The findings are discussed in the next sub-
sections. The research findings are discussed in detail in section 6.6. 
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6.6 Summary of Research Findings 
There is evidence that the industry is attempting to move away from its adversarial and 
fragmented nature but it is a slow process with many traditional attitudes currently 
remaining. The culture within the construction industry is a major factor in many of the 
ills faced by the industry. Therefore, understanding this culture is likely to be a 
significant step towards identifying why management of innovation in construction has 
so many problems. 
Having defined innovation as a core process concerned with renewing what the 
organisation offers (its product and /or services) and the ways in which it generates and 
delivers these (Tidd et al, 2001). It is apparent from the definitions that innovation can 
be given different meanings in different contexts, mainly in product and process 
innovations. Product innovation refers to the new or improved product or service that is 
successfully exploited on the market. On the other hand process innovation involves the 
adoption of new idea leading to profitable change. 
The literature review also describes factors that either push or impede innovation and its 
progress in the construction industry such as: organisational culture, human and 
management factors, low investment in R&D, client, manufacturers, conservatism, and 
innovation brokers. In order that the construction industry becomes innovative it should 
recognise value of embedded knowledge within its own workforce to realise more 
effective buy in and take up of innovation. 
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The level of understanding of innovation has improved significantly over the past five 
decades and during that time a variety of models of innovation have emerged. For 
example, by categorising innovations in construction via type (e.g. incremental, radical 
or system innovations) or process (e.g. whether the innovation is radical or 
incremental). 
The literature review also identifies various different models that attempt to explain how 
the innovation process works. Rothwell (1992) classified the models into five 
generations. For example, first generation: technology push; second generation: market 
pull; third generation: coupling model; fourth generation: integrated model; and, fifth 
generation: network model. The strengths and weaknesses of these models were 
examined and a conceptual framework was presented in this thesis that stressed the 
linkages between these models. 
This project investigated the drivers and barriers to the development of a culture of 
innovation in the construction. To achieve this, the research reviewed specific areas 
within innovation in the construction industry, reporting on key literature on culture, 
R&D investment and Skills requirements as they relate to innovation. Literature review 
revealed that the industry is attempting to move away from its adversarial and 
fragmented nature but it is a slow process with many traditional attitudes currently 
remaining. The culture within the construction industry is a major factor in many of the 
ills faced by the industry Gesey, M et a! (2007a). The survey found that innovation rates 
in the UK construction industry are comparable, to those found in the UK Innovation 
Survey (2005) covering the whole of the UK. Findings from the survey indicate 67% of 
construction companies in the UK were innovative active. 
The evidence shows the importance of innovation to business success, e.g. innovation 
leads to customer satisfaction, competitiveness, productivity, profit and efficiency. 
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Although there are obstacles to maximising innovation performance e.g. the lack of 
recognition of a number of key determinants of innovation in construction industry, 
such as investment, strategic vision, mechanisms for change and research base structure. 
Of the surveyed organisations it can be seen that the main factors that drive innovation 
was improving performance (84%). Cost reduction, responding to client demands and 
improving quality were the second most important drivers, each nominated by 72% 
respondents. On the other hand, the most common barrier to adopting innovation was 
insufficient benefits/difficult to justify/unclear business cases, nominated by 68% of 
respondents. Cost of initiate, lack of R&D investment, conservative stakeholders/clients 
were the second most typical innovation barriers, nominated by 60%, and 40% 
respondents respectively. 
The findings indicate that the most important components are to improve client relations 
and company culture, followed by profitability and higher turnover. Therefore, 
understanding the culture is likely to be a significant step towards identifying why 
management of innovation in construction has so many problems. The industry wants to 
improve the innovation performance by adopting procedures to evaluate their 
innovation capabilities. In order for construction companies to be effective in adopting 
procedure to measure their innovation capabilities an innovation assessment tool was 
developed to provide a rapid online assessment of innovative practices and 
competencies in construction companies. 
6.7 Recommendations and Further Work 
Innovation is complicated, it rarely proceeds in a straight line and it needs to be 
organised. The focus of this research was to explore ways of promoting culture of 
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innovation in the construction industry. Managing innovation is more to do with cultural 
change, new ways of working and it needs to be treated as a continuous improvement 
initiative. It is necessary to develop closer links with government (DTI), universities 
(e.g. engineering departments), construction organisations and other industry 
participants for innovation. This need to be done as part of a wider move to establish 
innovation and its management as industry concern. Without this, the risks associated 
with innovation will tend to prevail in construction and it will continue to be an 
individual activity. This appears to be daunting task, but the Centres such CICE can 
take a lead by facilitating the creation of an integrated leading environment and bringing 
construction industry, academia and the government in particular the DTI with the 
provision of innovation workshops and seminars to create an innovation culture for the 
construction industry. Furthermore Construction organisations need to establish an 
R&D community with the industry. Government also should increase R&D investment 
and encourage construction companies to collaborate with each other and with 
academia. 
This research has successfully demonstrated the potential of the iCon Prototype 
Application to construction organisations. Based on the research findings and the 
limitation of the research, the following section makes recommendations for further 
research and proposes further improvements for the existing tool iCon. 
• Due to the many statements of the assessment, there is a need to develop a 
weighting factors so that each companies could select the most appropriate 
statements for their organisation. 
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• Further research could investigate whether companies' innovation performance 
has improved in relation to their competitiveness since adopting the iCon model 
and using the prototype application. 
• The iCon prototype application base data for end-users to benchmark against is 
small, as it stands, further research is required to collate base data from other 
construction companies. 
• The iCon prototype application highlights areas that need consideration for 
improvement. There is a need to develop innovation framework that provide 
steps and guidance to address these issues. 
• The identification, development and integration of a knowledge-based, expert 
system into iCon prototype application to provide expert advice on innovation 
best practice (or conversely, the integration of Icon into an existing knowledge 
management system). 
• If iCon is to be used as innovation assessment tool for construction, there is a 
need to better understand how companies decide on which categories (e.g. 
people, technology etc) to benchmark against. 
• The iCon has been developed as an innovation assessment tool, so there is a 
need to review the effectiveness of such tool in actually delivering 
'innovativeness' for construction organisations. 
6.8 Critical Evaluation of the Research 
The quality of research findings relate to the subjectivity of the research methodology, 
and the relatively small sample size that is inherent in this type of data collection. The 
general correlation with the literature underlines the value of this research, therefore the 
phenomenological paradigm that was used was subjective, with views being elicited, 
rather than hard data captured (Collis and Hussey, 2003). The researcher interacts with 
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the research, which is value laden, and biased as discussed in chapter one. The main 
limitations of this research project pertain to the enormity of the given subject 
'Innovation', considering that the research was spread over three years. Some of the 
main research limitations are summarised as follows: 
• The applicability of the iCon prototype application has been evaluated and tested 
on just one company. Although the company can be said to reasonably represent 
certain aspects of the construction industry, by no means is it wholly 
representative - particularly in respect of company size, this research may not 
necessarily meet the needs of SMEs. 
• The iCon prototype application highlights areas that need consideration for 
improvement. However it does not provides information on the steps that need 
to be taken within a company to address these issues. This could be addressed by 
providing guidance for improvements. Indeed, an innovation framework should 
be developed outlining innovation strategy and methods for implementing 
innovation. 
6.9 Summary 
This chapter summarised the findings of this research project and discussed its impact 
on the industrial sponsor and its implications for the wider construction industry 
including the evaluation results of the prototype application. This thesis together with 
supporting evidence in the appendices provides the achievement of the research aim and 
objectives. 
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SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS 
APPENDIX B: INNOVATION SURVEY 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
Dear Mr/Ms 
Re: Reviewing theoretical and industrial models of innovation within the 
construction industry 
The Centre for Innovative and Collaborative Engineering (CICE) at 
Loughborough University in conjunction with the EMCBE is undertaking 
research to develop an innovation assessment model and a prototype 
application for construction organisations to provide a rapid, online 
assessment of innovative practices and competencies in construction 
companies. 
To help establish current theoretical and industrial models of innovation we would be 
grateful if you could spare just 10 - 15 minutes of your time to complete the 
enclosed questionnaire and return it using the reply paid envelope. The survey will 
provide useful insights into innovation practices within the construction industry and 
assist with the identification of frameworks, best practice, lessons learned, enablers 
and barriers to innovation. The results of the survey will be used to develop 
strategies to enhance the construction industry's competitiveness and promote 
innovation in the industry. 
Please note that responses will be dealt with in the strictest confidence and findings 
and analysis will be provided to all who respond. 
If you feel that you are not best placed to complete this questionnaire, please feel 
free to forward it on within your organisation. 
If you require any further information, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
Otherwise I look forward to receiving your response. 
Yours sincerely, 
Maxmood Gesey 
Centre for Innovative and Collaborative Engineering (CICE) 
Department of Civil & Building Engineering 
Loughborough University 
Loughborough 
Leics LEll 3TU 
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Innovation .sllrvey Questionnaire CICE 
INNOYATION MANAGEMENT IN THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY 
The Centre fa ImOYt~~We and CoDabaativ. ErginMring (CICE) .at Lcugl-baou4ll.t'liv.rsity Is urdert<1ki1"'9 
research on lmontion in ccnstrudion bl review theoretical and ind.Jstrial models of innontion In the 
constn.dion irdustry, 
The survey wiD provideinsights into successful innO¥ation models within the construction lndusby, It should 
take 1bout 10 - 15 miootes to complete, YOll" response to this questionnaire Is highly valued .ard wiU bt 
treated with the strictest conAdence and it wiU be used for academic purposes mly, Your detads wil not be 
p,assed to any other organisation. Thark yoo 
n should take about 10 - 15 minutes to complete. YCAJ/f respalSe to this questionnaire is hghly valued and 
wiU be treated with the sbidest confldence ard it wiD be: used b- academic p.npose:s only. Yrur detab wiH 
not be passed to any other aganisation. Thark you, 
1. Ph~ no~: IF tJ smtJI box ~peNS on yocr srreen C".J!Ied Exit Design Mode, pie~ ddt: f'hfl blue 
fri.mgk be!iJre fryhg to fill out the /brm, 
11. The liu h!x~ boxes Keno~ Dmited- you m.Jy wrih! M mcxh or M Bffle .Js you wish. 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Cont.act Name Tel 
Position/role Emall 
Organisation 
Total number of employees Annual tumovtr (.App-ox) £ 
SECTION 1, COMPANY SIZE AND ACTIVITIES 
1.1 How wruld yru descrbe the size of ya.w company? 
r r r Smal (0 -10 employaes) Medium(U- 500 employees) Large(:. 500 employees) 
1.2 What Is/are the geograP,ical area(s) of operation for your compM'lY'? 
r Scotland 
r North•n Irelan::l 
r NorthWest 
r NorthEast 
r Yorkshire 8c H.Jmber 
r E•st M;dlon<Js 
r West M;dl<>nds 
r East of England 
r Wales 
r Other (please state below) 
1.3 Whi:::h of the fofto,ylng describes yot.r compq's main business? 
r Architect r dient r Consultant 
r Contr acta r Main Contracta r Project Manager 
r C'oo ...... ll ..... r r .. tO.C' c-..,...,;..,.,..,.., r ro..~ C' ..... l ........... 
r Lorda> 
r Soulh E.ast 
r Soulh West 
r Constructim Manager 
r Specialist Contracta 
r C'hoo .......... C' ................ 
lnno,atlon Suney Que~tlonnoire 
1.3 Which of the following describes your company's main business? 
r Architect 1 Oient r Consultant 
r Contractor 
r Suppfier 
rQS 
I Main Contractor I Project Manager 
r M&E Engineer I Ovil Engineer 
I Planning r Other 
If other, please descn1>e the nature of your company's business: 
• CICE 
r Construction Manager 
r Specialist Contractor 
r structural Engineer 
1.4 Does your organisation have in-house resources dedicated to innovation and research or 
R&D? 
r Yes r No r N/A r yes, please describe briefly 
1.5 What mechanisms do you use for investing In R&D? (e.g. top sfice of profits; R&D tax credits) 
Please state below 
1.6 How much approximately as a (%)of turnover was invested on R&D In: 
.------
2000 2002 2004 
1.7 Does your organisation have, or has it ever had any links with higher educational institution(s) 
within the East Midlands ? 
1 Yes r No r N/A r yes, which one(s) and in what capacity ( i.e. sponsor, collaboration)? 
1.8 Has your organisation successfully Implemented any research output from academic 
instiMlons,lresearch companies/ 
r Yes r No r N/A 
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lnno>atlon Survey Qumlanna/re CiCE 
SECTION Z. INNOVATION ACTMTIES 
r-1 What in your opinion constitutes innovation? Please desaibe in your own words 
2.2 Please indicate which of the following key types of innovation have contributed most in your 
organisation. Please tick any that apply. 
I Tedmologies {e.g. in!rodudng new technologies, ICT, ComP<Jterised project management) 
I Advanced business practices {e.g. Written strategic plan, long term collaboration with other 
business) 
2.3 What key strategies and/or best practice models are/have been used to enhance your 
company's competitiveness through the implementation of technological or advanced business 
practices? Please desaibe briefly 
2.4 What strategy is/was adopted to ensure innovation added maximum value to your business? 
Please tick any that apply 
r Fonnal evaluation programme 
r Continuing development programme 
r No formal stratesry 
r Staff related strategies 
I CUstomer/user feedback 
r Other (please state below) 
2.5 In essence do you consider your organis-n to be IMovative ? 
1 Yes 1 No 
If yes, why? Please describe in your own words: 
If not, why not? Please describe in your own words: 
• 
lnno><ItilNI Sur.oey QUestionnaire CICE 
2.6 To what extent has innovation impacted on your business ave1: the past 3-5 years? Please tick 
any that apply 
1 Profitabnity 
1 Higher turnover 
r Reduced staffing levels 
1 improved dient relations 
r improved company rulture 
r Other, please give details below 
2.7 What factors typicaffy drive innovation in your organisation, in yoor view? Please tick any that 
apply: 
r Improving efficiency 
r Cost reduction 
r Improving productivity 
r Improving quarrty 
r Other, please state below 
0 Improving petformance 
r Responding to dient demands 
r Reducing time 
r Professional pride/company esteem 
2.8 What are the typical barriers to adopting innovations within your organisation? Please tick any 
that apply: 
r Cost of initiative 
1 Lack of slo1fed staff 
0 Lack of RaJ> Investment 
r Conservative stakehoiders/dients 
r Ownership/knowledge sharing 
1 Insufficient benefits/difficult to justify/unclear business cases 
0 Staff attitude/culture 
r Other, please state below: 
Innovation Management: A Web-Based Innovation Assessment Tool for Construction 
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lnnorotlon Survey Qut~tlonnalre CICE 
SECTION 3. BUSINESS PRACTICES AND STRATEGIES 
3.1 Which of the following are the key sources of ideas/information about new technologies or 
advanced practices for your business? Please tick any that apply: 
r In-house staff r Technical support providers 
r Previoos projects r Research Institutions 
r Professional or trade associations 
r Conferences/workshops 
r Oientsfcustomers 
r General cootractors 
r Competitors 
r Government 
r 
others please state below: 
r Journals/magazines 
r Consultants 
r Overseas sources 
r Trade contractors 
r lnternet/intranet/extranet 
r Regional bodies 
3.2 Which of the following does your business currently use? Please tick arry that apply. 
r l<lng-term collaboration arrangements with other businesses 
r Staff training budget 
I Written evaluation of new ideas in order to develop options for yoor business 
r - - I Written strategiC p an 
r Computerised project management 
r Computerised asset analysis 
3.3 Which of the folloWing business strategies do you consider are highly important to the 
success of your business? Please tick any that apply 
r Providing • broader range of services to clients 
1 Attractingnewclients 
r Bunding relationships with existing clients 
r Increasing your malicet share 
r Delivering products/services which reduce clients" costs 
r Protecting yoor business's intellectual property 
r lnvestrnent In research and development (R&D) 
r Introducing new technologies 
r Enhancing yoor business's technical capabilities 
r Actively encouraging your employees to seek out improvements and share ideas 
I Recruiting experienced employees 
lnno\ation Survey Qutltionnaire 
3.4 Which of the statements below apply to your business? Please tick any that apply 
r We have a formal system to enct><.a"age slllff to share ideas. 
• CICE 
r We reward slllff for maintaining networking nnkages with strategically useful industry 
participants. 
r When we make changes, we measure how well the changes have worked. 
r We have a formal system for transfer!lng project learning into our continuous business 
processes. 
r We actively monitor advances in related Industries that might be appncable to our business. 
r We actively monitor international best Jlf11dlce In our field. 
I We have rob<Jst relationships wtth key organisations in the industry. 
SECTION 4. ADOmONAL INFORMATION 
4.1 Please use the box below to make any additional comments on the subject of innovation 
management, theoretical and industrial models of Innovation and Research (IR), or raise queries 
that you wish the researchers to address in the project. 
4.2 Please indicate If you would llke to receive a copy of a POF summary of the flndtngs by email 
once the sutvey has been completed. 
1
ves 
1 No 
If yes, please Insert your contact email in the box below: 
I 
If you have any queries please contact: 
Maxmood Gesey 
Research Engineer 
Centre for Innovative Co!aborative Engineering (OCE) 
Deparbnent of Ovil & Building Engineering 
Loughborough University 
Loughborough 
leics LE11 3TU 
-----'Thank you for your contribution and time------
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Dear 
Re: Reviewing theoretical and industrial models of innovation within the 
construction industry 
Two weeks ago a questionnaire was sent to you, asking your opinions on theoretical 
and industrial models of innovation within the construction industry. If you have 
already completed and returned the questionnaire, please accept our thanks. If not, 
then please can you fill out the questionnaire and return it to us as soon as you are 
able. 
We are grateful for your help, as your response will help us to establish current 
theoretical and industrial models of innovation in the construction industry. The 
survey will provide useful insights into innovation practices within the construction 
industry and assist with the identification of frameworks, best practice, lessons 
learned, enablers and barriers to innovation. 
If you have not received a questionnaire or if it has been misplaced, then please let 
us know. Otherwise we look forward very much to receiving your response. 
If you have any queries, please do not hesitate to contact us. 
Yours sincerely, 
Maxmood Gesey 
Centre for Innovative and Collaborative Engineering (CICE) 
Department of Civil & Building Engineering 
Loughborough University 
Loughborough 
Leics LEll 3TU 
APPENDIX C: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
4. What is your understanding of the term "innovation"? 
This question is designed as an opening gambit to ease the interviewee into 
the interview process and to get a general appreciation of the divergence (or 
convergence) of views on the meaning of the subject area. The desired answer 
will be something like "a process that takes ideas through to value added 
implementation". It is anticipated that there will be a number of views, 
however, ranging from ideas about process, such as "making new things" and 
"having an idea" through to "new products", indicating that innovation is an 
output. 
Supplementary questions depend on response, but will be geared to get the 
interviewee to think about their experience of innovation (or lack of it), such 
as; 
4. What is your experience of innovation? 
5. How good is Atkins at innovation? 
5. What part does innovation play in Atkins' business? 
This question is designed to identify in general terms what the interviewee 
knows about the relationship between innovation and Atkins' business. The 
expected answers should fall into two camps. Firstly, it is expected that some 
will identify that the business needs to be innovative in order to offer 
customers new solutions to new problems. Second! y, there is a need to be 
innovative with internal systems and processes in order to keep costs down. 
Some interviewees might identify that innovation could be developed as a 
core competence and offered as a service to customers. 
It might also be possible that interviewees will identify the different types of 
innovation (product, process, service). 
If interviewees struggle to answer this question, then a helpful prompt may be 
to ask the following supplementary questions; 
• Which part of Atkins is most innovative? Why? 
• Who is innovative in Atkins? 
Innovation Management: A Web-Based Innovation Assessment Tool for Construction 
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6. What should Atkins do to manage innovation? 
It is important to identify whether the interviewee regards innovation as an 
environmental phenomenon, an output or a process to be managed. The 
question also seeks to identify what changes in general terms the interviewee 
would make to Atkins in order to improve the management of innovation if 
they believe that it is feasible. 
7. What are the key determinants of Innovation in Atkins? 
This is a general question that should be an indicator of some of the 
difficulties that individuals perceive in innovation in Atkins. It is hoped and 
that some of the iCon model will be identified in some form or other, to a 
greater or lesser degree. 
Can innovation be measured, if so, what could be used as an indicator of 
how innovative Atkins is? 
It is likely that this question may be difficult for all interviewees to answer. It 
is expected that there will show a diversity of responses, which will highlight 
the difficulties and the ignorance that surrounds the subject. This is also the 
basic question that underlines this case study, since the researcher is looking 
for a mechanism that provides the basis for an audit. It is hoped that input 
indicators can be identified. If not, some prompting may be necessary to 
determine their influence with the following supplementary questions; 
1. What systems, processes and tools could be used to support innovation? Are 
any of them present in Atkins? (Process, Assessment Tools, Evaluation) 
2. What style of management is most appropriate to support innovation? Is it 
present in Atkins? If not, what could be done to change? (Leadership) 
3. What sort of staff are needed to support innovation? Does Atkins have the 
right staff? What is needed to motivate staff with regard to innovation? 
(People, Resources) 
APPENDIX D: ASSESSMENT MODEL 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
The main aim of this survey questionnaire is to develop an innovation assessment model and 
a prototype application for construction organisations to provide a rapid, online assessment 
of innovative practices and competencies in construction companies. 
The objective of the tool is allow construction companies to: 
• assess their innovative performance; 
• help them to focus on the areas where they want to make progress; 
• integrate innovation related strategies/best practice guidelines into 
overall competitive strategies; 
• benchmark their innovation performance with peers and within the 
construction industry. 
The survey will provide useful insights into innovation practices within the construction 
industry and assist with the development of a self assessment tool. In this context, these sets 
of questions are designed to be completed by people with overall responsibility for innovation 
in construction in their organisation. The questions are divided into six sections as follows: 
• Leadership 
• Management 
• People 
• Process 
• IR investment 
• Technology 
We believe that you have the relevant experience and knowledge to assist us in this respect. 
We would be grateful if you could supply us with information by answering the attached 
questionnaire. Please answer all questions and tick only one box for each statement (e.g. 
agree, disagree and so on). If there is any statement, which is not appropriate/applicable, then 
please state it the space provided. It should take about 20-30 minutes to complete. Your 
response to this questionnaire is highly valued and will be treated with the strictest 
confidence and it will be used for academic purposes only. Your details will not be passed to 
any other organisation. 
Thank you for your kind assistance in participating in this assessment. 
Yours sincerely, 
Maxmood Gesey 
Centre for Innovative and Collaborative Engineering (CICE) 
Department of Civil & Building Engineering 
Loughborough University 
Loughborough 
Leics LE 11 3TU 
hmovation Management: A Web-Based Innovation Assessment Tool for Construction 
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(Self- Assessment Tool) 
UK construction companies have been found to be unable to deliver on their potential to innovate. 
Against this background a self-assessment tool is proposed as part of a research project at CICE, 
funded by Loughborough University and EPSRC. 
Goal 
The aim of this Self-Assessment Tool is to help construction companies assess their innovation 
capabilities. The objective of the tool is to initiate a process leading to the effective implementation of 
a strategy/best practice guidelines and allow construction companies to: 
• assess their innovative performance; 
• help them to focus on the areas where they want to make progress; 
• integrate innovation related strategies/best practice guidelines into overall competitive 
strategies; 
• benchmark their innovation performance with peers and within the construction industry 
Assessment Criteria 
The assessment may include the following categories: 
• Leadership 
• ~anagernent 
• People 
• Process 
• JR investment 
• Technology 
Outcome 
Once an assessment is completed, companies will be presented with an innovation performance report, 
which includes: 
• Average scores for each category and overall innovation performance score. 
• A radar diagram for organisational benchmarking both with peers and the industry as a whole. 
• A summary of responses and guidance on areas for improvement. 
Instructions 
The assessment must be completed by individual who 'should' be aware of and supporting innovations 
in their business areas. 
The assessment takes roughly 30 minutes to complete and can be completed in more than one sitting 
Respondents are required to tick a box on a scale of 0 to 5 and all questions must be completed 
Confidentiality 
Please note that the information will be treated as strictly confidential 
Please complete the following background information 
Company Information 
Company Name 
Address 
Town 
County 
Post Code 
Web Address 
Type of Business 
Annual Turnover 
No of Employees 
Employee Information 
First Name 
Last Name 
itle 
ob Title 
D_epartment 
Branch 
elephone 
E-mail 
iCon QUESTIONS TO ALL SECTIONS 
Leadership 
Please tick the appropriate box to indicate Strongly Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Don't 
your response know 
disagree agree 
I. Senior management is fully supportive of I 2 3 4 5 NIA 
the development of our innovations 
2. Our leaders are aware of the potential I 2 3 4 5 NIA 
rewards and risks of innovation practices 
3. We recognise the benefits of being an I 2 3 4 5 NIA innovative organisation. 
4. Our organisation has a director/manager 
at board level with overall responsibility I 2 3 4 5 NIA 
for innovation and research (IR) issues 
5. Our company has a vision and/or 
mission statement, which sets the I 2 3 4 5 NIA 
organisation's direction in relation to 
innovation 
6. Our company has a definition of 
innovation in construction for internal I 2 3 4 5 NIA 
and external use 
7. Our organisation has a detailed map for I 2 3 4 5 NIA 
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managing its key innovation issues with 
associated level of priority, actions, 
impacts and outcomes 
8. Our organisation has short, medium and 
long term action plans to deliver its 
innovation policy with defined I 2 3 4 5 
objectives, targets, performance 
indicators and list of personnel 
responsible for delivery action plans 
9. our leaders promote innovation as a I 2 3 4 5 
competitive edge for the company 
10. Our leaders are directly involved in the 
development of an innovation culture in I 2 3 4 5 
order to bring about continuous 
innovation improvement 
Comments: 
Management 
Please tick the appropriate box to indicate your Strongly Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
response 
disa~ree agree 
I. We develop managers to support the innovation 
of others and making innovation a requirement I 2 3 4 5 
ofthejob 
2. Our organisation has a team/department in 1 2 3 4 5 char~e of overall coordination of IR issues 
3. Line managers are fully involved and 
responsible for implementing Innovation I 2 3 4 5 
culture 
4. All levels of management in our organisation I 2 3 4 5 have an innovation mindset 
5. Our organisation has taken corrective action to 
ensure that its internal culture, structure and I 2 3 4 5 governance is supportive of its innovative 
vision, mission, principles and policy 
6. Our organisation regularly organises innovation 
awareness raising workshops, meetings, and 
events with key stakeholders to capture I 2 3 4 5 
organisational learning, innovative ideas and 
performance improvements 
7. Our organisation has undertaken a cultural 
analysis including operational practices, 
organisational structure and governance (i.e. I 2 3 4 5 decision making and accountability; 
information generation and sharing knowledge; 
distribution of resources etc 
8. Our organisation has a system in place for I 2 3 4 5 
managing_ innovation 
9. Our organisation has won a Quality award (e.g. 
EFQM, Malcolm Baldrige and others) or been I 2 3 4 5 
finalist in its sector within the last five years for 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
Don't 
know 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
NIA 
N/A 
NIA 
its quality system 
10. We anticipate customers' needs by analysing 
the market trends and competitors' innovative I 2 3 4 5 NIA 
successes 
Comments: 
People 
Please tick the appropriate box to indicate your Strongly Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Don't 
response know 
disagree agree 
I. We have people with the ability to implement 
change and move quickly to adopt innovation I 2 3 4 5 NIA 
culture. 
2. We encourage our employees to be innovative 1 2 3 4 5 NIA to increase efficiency and productivity. 
3. We are committed to addressing any innovative 1 2 3 4 5 NIA issues that staff may have come across. 
4. As long as they are contributing to the clearly 
defined objectives of the organisation, people 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
are allowed to work in the way they see most 
appropriate. 
5. We all help each other here and always get and 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
offer whatever support is needed. 
6. We set up idea capture scheme for our company 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
7. Everyone is actively encouraged to come up 
with good new ideas and to help see them 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
through. 
8. Our people are aware of our innovation policy 
and some have specific roles and 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
responsibilities 
9. Our organisation regularly undertakes a training 
and learning needs analysis of its staff and other 
necessary business partners and launches 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
training programmes as appropriate to drive 
culture of innovation and change 
10. We train our employees for creativity and 
innovation I 2 3 4 5 NIA 
Comments: 
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Process 
Please tick the appropriate box to indicate your Strongly Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
response 
disagree agree 
4. We have analysed our current business 
process and identified the bottlenecks and I 2 3 4 5 inefficiencies in our current innovative 
practises 
5. We have a well defined strategy for adopting 
& promoting culture of innovation in our I 2 3 4 5 
organisation. 
6. We have a well defined innovation process for I 2 3 4 5 the selection of innovative practices. 
7. Our existing business & innovation processes 
are flexible enough to accommodate new I 2 3 4 5 
business & innovation practices 
8. We have designed new Web-enabled I 2 3 4 5 innovation processes. 
9. All levels of the organisation are proactive in 
generating, evaluating and developing ideas I 2 3 4 5 
for new products/services/processes. 
10. Our key stakeholders are consulted in 
developing our innovation policy and are I 2 3 4 5 
regularly consulted in updating our innovation 
strategy 
11. Our company has undertaken a baseline 
review or assessment of the economic impact I 2 3 4 5 
of its operation and benchmarked performance 
against best of breed 
12. We have appropriate reward systems for I 2 3 4 5 innovation 
13. We actively undertake systematic approach to I 2 3 4 5 
relocate and assess good practice elsewhere 
Comments: 
IR investment 
Please tick the appropriate box to indicate your Strongly Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
response 
disagree agree 
I. Our business has learnt from the successes and I 2 3 4 5 failures of other IR-led projects/initiatives. 
2. We are committed to allocating adequate 
resources in terms of time, staff and budget, I 2 3 4 5 
required to implement innovation and new ways 
of working 
3. We have effective procedures in place to share I 2 3 4 5 (in-house) the successes and failures 
4. One of our strengths is that finance is always I 2 3 4 5 
made available to exploit good ideas 
5. The company allocates a budget to innovation I 2 3 4 5 & research development 
6. The company takes maximum advantage of all I 2 3 4 5 
Don't 
know 
N/A 
N/A 
NIA 
NIA 
NIA 
NIA 
NIA 
NIA 
NIA 
NIA 
Don't 
know 
NIA 
NIA 
NIA 
NIA 
NIA 
NIA 
government schemes to support IR along with 
tax. incentives. 
7. We identify that innovation is the last remaining 
preventative measure in our business 1 2 3 4 
environment which leads the company to 
achieve least cost, high performance 
8. We develop new ideas and knowledge and are 
capable to respond quickly to unforeseen 1 2 3 4 
problems and events 
9. Innovation helps us to achieve our overall goals 1 2 3 4 
and objectives 
10. We analyse the implications for the business of 
future trends and issues, using the expertise of 1 2 3 4 
both internaUexternal and technical specialists. 
Comments: 
Technology 
Please tick the appropriate box to indicate your Strongly Disagree Neutral Agree 
response 
disaj!ree 
1. Our current ICT infrastructure is enough for 
supporting our staff and current business 1 2 3 4 
processes. 
2. Our current ICT systems are flexible to 1 2 3 4 
accommodate rapid change and scalability. 
3. We have a well maintained company intranet 1 2 3 4 for storing and sharing data. 
4. Our organisational culture is well suited for the 
adoption of technological innovation and new 1 2 3 4 
ways of workin~. 
5. Our company has a dedicated team with overall 
responsibility for information technology 1 2 3 4 
6. Our information technology is accessible to 1 2 3 4 
majority of our office staff and site workers 
7. We are closely monitoring the technological 
developments that will have an impact on our 1 2 3 4 
products and services in the future 
8. The company takes on high technological risks 
aimed at long-turn results, based on a varied 1 2 3 4 
project portfolio 
9. There is a medium or long-term technology plan 
in line with future market demands and with 1 2 3 4 
company's strategy 
10. The company has the mechanisms and tools 
necessary to identify, structure and absorb new 1 2 3 4 
knowledge 
Comments: 
You have successfully completed the assessment 
------------------Thank you for your contribution and time ---------------------
5 NIA 
5 NIA 
5 NIA 
5 NIA 
Strongly Don't 
know 
al!ree 
5 NIA 
5 NIA 
5 NIA 
5 NIA 
5 NIA 
5 NIA 
5 NIA 
5 NIA 
5 NIA 
5 NIA 
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APPENDIX E: ICON MODEL EVALUATION AND 
VALIDATION QUESTIONNAIRE 
The aim of this questionnaire is to evaluate a self-assessment prototype model developed to help 
construction companies to assess their innovative performance; help them to focus on the areas where 
they want to make progress; integrate innovation related strategies/best practice guidelines into overall 
competitive strategies; and benchmark their innovation performance with peers and within the 
construction industry 
Please Tick One Option Poor Average Good Very Good 
Ql. The effectiveness of the questions in capturing the 
overall innovation issues 
Q2. The formulation easy to understand each aspect of the 
questions 
Q3. The extent to which the elements and the different 
categories capture overall essence of innovation issue 
Q4. The usefulness of the model to aid organisation 
innovation implementation process within the 
construction industry 
Q5. 
Is iCon a good assessment tool? 
Q6. Is iCon easy to use 
Q8. Is iCon format easy to navigate 
Q9. Is iCon error free 
QlO. Your overall assessment of iCon 
Please Comment 
Qll. What is you opinion about the questions in each category? Do any need to be rephrased? 
If Yes, which Question/s? Please state rephrased version below 
Ql2. Do any new questions need to be added? If Yes, please specify below 
Ql3. In what ways could the overall Model be improved? 
Ql4. In your view what are the benefits of using iCon? 
Q!5. In your view how can iCon be improved? 
Additional Comments: 
Name: 
Role: 
Dept/Business Unit: 
Date: 
Thanks for your assistance 
Excellent 
APPENDIX F: INNOVATION AUDITS 
H" tggms ' I nnovat10n A d" C t U It a egones 
Stated working innovation strategy. 
Market orientation. 
Innovation performance objectives. 
Strategy Innovation review. 
Prioritise commercialisation of ideas a priority. 
Innovation capability stretching. 
Customer knowledge and links. 
Structural mechanisms to facilitate innovation. 
Innovation teams. 
Innovation centres. 
Structure Links between innovation teams and the rest of the organisation. . 
Flexibility. 
Alliances. 
NPD focussed structure. 
Rewards for innovation. 
Celebrate success. 
Innovation management systems. 
Systems Formal idea assessment systems. 
Lab-market transfer system. 
Formal and informal information exchanges. 
Suggestion programmes. 
Vision creation. 
Mistake tolerance. 
Suspend judgement on new ideas. 
Style Empower subordinates. 
Problem solving management style. 
Transformational leadership. 
Man~gement of innovative personnel. 
People are a vital source of competitive advantage. 
Recruit people who can generate new ideas. 
Innovation Champions. 
Staff Train people to be creative. 
Use creativity processes. 
Provide time for reflection. 
Provide facilities for idea exchange and creative thinking. 
Creative people held in high esteem. 
Encourage new ideas and risk taking. 
Value and practice openness. 
Shared V aloes Belief that the organisation is innovative. 
Manage organisational culture for innovativeness. 
Value Change. 
All employees have innovation objectives. 
Proactive creation of new opportunities. 
Continuous new product creation. 
Continuous and Big-Bang innovation. 
Skills Knowledge management. 
Organisational learning. 
Resource leverage. 
R&D investment. 
Categorisation of Higgins' Innovation Audit 
Adaptation of Tidd et al.'s Innovation Audit 
Does the organisation take a strategic approach to innovation? 
Has the organisation established effective external linkages? 
Are there effective implementation mechanisms? 
Does innovation take place in a supportive organisational context? 
Is this a learning organization with regard to innovation management? 
International T rade Forum lnnovation Audit Measures (2002) 
Audrting innovation processes 
On·QO!no Clla!uatm IS tile ooly Y{(fj to make ue that your Innovative process Is WOI1<ing to )'lliK frm's btlncht Review your cap:~Qty lo launch a 
new tn , la1.W,1o matllliJI' lnrvJalbl, to abs:otb neW pmcdces and new lecinllogles and 10 strdartize or rnociJiartre 'fO'II seMc:e 
The flf'Sl step is ID develop 80I)Illllnale perionnance measures.. wlich need tD be l,r,l(ed ID your iMoW1IOn POlicy and orocedut!s. 
Average lnrocMitlon lite cycle 
Innovation development 
SUpport 101' the process ol lnnovatlon development 
Processing lime 
Leadersttlp 
Resourclng 
Systems 
ConlnbiJtlon 1o firm's kncJwled9e 
Sample BfU8 t1f foaJI frK imov1ftiDn uJ1ts 
Sample measurement arileria 
lill1W ol new Ideas. 
ta.11Jter o1 rtfl'.lol concept Prooosa!S. 
Customer sallstacUon l'lltllllle lnnoYabon 
Average lime tor each phas8 oltestlng and Integration Net tOSI of 
lrma<a!JOil de'letoprnem. 
llumbefol COilllnUous flllOIMmelll ~IS 
Ptrtenrage ol ~Implemented. 
PercentaOe of employees awrue 01 the lmOValloo poliCY 
tiJrT1b(f ol pages In IIlo 3IYI.Ia1 rep(Jit deYolcd to lllnova!IOil. 
Types at m·131l!sgr.'ell 10 empqees 101' IMO'r.1IJOilS incJultlng lflrv.'<ltim !hat 
nave not qu'te ~ad 
Petcemage of lmplememnuons cletayed O'lo1nQ 10 la!.k ot rllSOII!CeS. 
tncrwed cusiOIT1CI saiiSfactloo ~~~h technology Sllp!)O!I. 
Pertentoge of team lcadeB UiiiiiOd In ~'IY tedlnlques. 
NUlTCier of new besl praru:es ldenttl1e0 
YJtliiO IIOilllciltloo6 to sernces are SIN new. exteoslve work nas been done on technotoglcaJ IMOVatlon audits The mos1 etYOrnon apprOACh •s to <MMlop 
a scor&-alllllhat allows you 1o see quickly how ...ell you are 1)41foonrog rolowod Ill' an l,.delltn S)'Stems reYiew. 
Atea of focus 
New c:oncepts 
Planning 
Quesbons 
What are the means U3ed to obiJln Ideas lfrectty from customers? 
tlow ..-e customer comp!al1\s ~!Oied? 
t, r~ obtaineo from contact stlf1? 
Ale ~ oll1ainlld frool txlcl<-offlce fib!!? 
Is there a aoss·lin:tlonal scroenqJ ol rew ideas? 
ts there a PIOCBSS tor rnatcnno c:®Obllll"" to polmtial customer need$? 
IS~ Jr:oroocated 1110 llle firm's StralegiC ptll!? 
Wllaus lhe ~lOll pollcy'1 
What IS the process for pnontlzlnQ lhe laurdl r:J lnnovatJonsl' 
What are tne screenfog criteria for adop~og lllllO'IatlonS? 
How ar& new Ideas elic1ted and SIJI)IlOI'led? 
How my •s ~ oblalnOO from CIIStomers and S!aff? 
What medl.'nsms are In ~ for test ~T~a~Mtinq? 
Ale th«r. aoss-lunctilnalrmplell1entltm reams? 
Ha\'9 c:hec:J.poinl$ and gurooones t1een estabiT$!ed? 
Do tile ststems menta' llllormai.OI ICIOOIOgy trendS? 
Do«; 111e le.1dershlf) support walue and bre.lkllllwgh IMOV3110t'.s7 
Does n support a bencllmarldno pocess? 
Have pelformance muasures boon dulrll!Kfl 
Has an lnYCStmenl been rmdB rn stall llliii1UlQ on 1111l0'13b01l 61<1115? 
APPE DIX G: ARTICLE & A W RD 
1- In no' ation & Rc~earch Focu : Aniclc o: 70 
2- Company A'" LnternaJ Ln-hou c 'cv. '>lcucr 
3-iCon: Innovation Award ( -hon listed) 
J . Innovation & Research Focus: Forthcomin Article No: 70 
INNOVATION ----------
iCon: An innovation assessment tool c iCE 
A new onine assessment IOCI,ICon, has been developed to encourage imovallon \'Alhin the consll\Jctlon Industry. it has 
be91 prepared at a ce, Lougtix>rough Lnlverslty by Maxmood Gesey. 
• Con proWl"" a mpid onllne a-rnent 
lofinnm'!ltive pmctiCM a nd compe l.encies In a>nlll.ruclion componieL 9y fil l ing in a 
aimple questionnaire , IL nl lowa 1\\JlMj!l'n to 
1\&UM their inl>DVoi.JDD ~rf'annDDOII a nd 
h ogblight the an!rul where imprlM!IDml.la 
n f't'ded. I L e o.abl es t.hm> to int.togr;ILe UlliO-
vaLioa-~&ed &ml.otf- 1111dlor l>eoL p-M-
Lice guideliDO!II into t.hotl r b~alnea a.d.JvitJao 
nnd to beDchma.rlt i.ht!U' perfortnllOee wii.h 
PHJ'1I wiLhin the «RUtnneLJon I ndUII.Jy 
The ICon ayst.em is bwll around the na-
awn p t.lon LhaL in ordu to be I IUIO'IB Live, 
o n nrgnnisnLinn ia requil'l!d t.o uul in !li.x 
c.ul.l!g!lri I'll; 
L .. drl"'lhip lo drh,. polic:l111 n nd alm~. 
llnd Lo enJUre !IUCceu:ful implemenla Lion: 
llinacr nurnt th.aL b@lie\'l!al n lnn<MII.ion 
and Lakes ortmtegic meaaur• lodn•,. •Le 
adoption. imptHDenl&iao and uange, t.hw 
delivering bruioess be .... r.t.; 
Prop• who ha" adaqWII.ll alolb and under-
Figure 1 (bala.v) A ryrHc;al iCon qt»sic:m;i~  
standing. and who belle\'1! t.hnl. innovnLinn Is 
Lbe aucc-ful gploltnlim of new id,...; 
PTOC!- LhllL enohlea nnd a u pporta Lbe 
auceeuful udopt.lon of lnnO\•otion; 
lR lnvconmrnl which I» one of lhe key d ... 
l l!mliDIU\Le of Inn 0\'1\Lion or Lecb.nol ogy in 
any in.dt~~tty ; 
T..,hnal...ry loob and 1 nfrastruc:tu"' neo-
uury Lo aupporl t.he laui._., fiu>d.iona. 
lodlvidwlla uaing .Con eompll!l.e an on-
Line qu l'll.lnnruure. Thm cmnpri• • a au>M 
of a lot.emenbl LO whil:h respondenLe ant r@-
qu in!d Lo India~ Le Lbe dell"'! they IIJfrM or 
cU......,e wlt.h ei!Cb (•e F igure ll The l)"a-
tem n!llea on the judgement of the respon-
dent in i.h e oont.exl oft.helr organisnUo n. 
de partment., buaineM unit nr s;roup. 
On<:enll the questions arecmnplet.ed. n;-
•pond~~nta ..... ~rued with their 0\'mill 
iiiDIO\"Bllon peri>rma.- in al l aix ... ~­
Thl5 is in the &m:o ,_ al'f!'pDI1. whxh in-
dudes cd our indlca Loa to mually doop>et ~ 
Flgurw 2 (bctlom l&lt) &1rK:Imtlri<llg cl PrlrfOtTnaJr.9 with PrlllfS 1111d Ca!srrx:tion industry 
Rgurw 3 (bctlom righl) Ov~~~ /nnomiat Prlrforman:;9 ERn:; /mark 
2 Olt laadtts.,. ·-of,. potWCiiii.......SS .net,.. of 
eutn-~60ft~ 
3 
• Olr ~ IIU e ca-.w.nao- • boa'd level\0\fl 
C.O'al NlpOt'ellli!y lOt lniiOYUOtl.6m -.dl jiR) ...,., 
5 -n. . IWint haw eiOI 111 ~poww 
8 s.n;o- -ottS-"MMdt,.llltf' ~ -ly-w 
- AOt ID get if'WOiwd 
7 ~.,._..OQII.-..... lrrrnediSify IICC ll)ptOICM 
~·~end~ 
a OJr~iCin,.. .. t(~Ned-of~ 
ptndPHicadH of conclJd 11) 8\4)11C11 w lltill•• tie 
er-t ofilalatlg lleml'olltiOD of lmolaicn 
9 Olr c~ 1111 hal a 'Mbn -et'4a mlllien IMIIITIIII~ 
'Oiftt:h- IMt Olg&I'6MJon- CliiiK:lOn In '*iallo lnniMdon 
10 OJr CCllllpO'Iy hala cte-.on of ..,_llliltlln Ccn.\IC!Ion br 
lderNI - e.ct.-NI .... 
3.2 
1...-'@1 of inn<l\ntion in an """' (see ~'\gure 2~ 
1\ Rndnr Oi agram ls nlaogene mt.ed nu· 
t.omnt.lc.ally (see Figure 3), enoblingcon· 
Id. rucUo n a> mpanies to u nduLnlu! 
mmpel.iUve benchmarldng agaitlll their 
peera and the a>nst.rud.io:o wdUII.Jy u a 
whole. 1h""" report a can Uwn be uMC! oo 
t.he ba.ll for inn0\'11 I.JOD enhaOC«mmOILL 
'!'be iCan protolype-. evaluat.ed uaing 
methoclo SJCh as self......UWI&.ion and peu ~ 
view wring the de.tiopmenL phul! and lh2n 
through both academic a.nd coall.rUCtlon m-
W Jit:ly prac!Wnn..-. a uch as innovatlan man-
~era. bW!inesa impro,,_nl and 
developmeotmaoall""'· o nd in no,,.tJon, 
IKhnology .and/or R&D maMgera. Evalua-
tion waa b tued on Lhe func ti anality of Lhe 
p-old;Ype a pplieation, iLl 1138-friendlinesa. 
enurs. and ita relevanct to ~ucl.lon in-
ckuol.ry. 
I f .r.hw rni~1011 p#l.ut con:aa Mmt· 
11WJd Gra~ ar ~llhotw; la I "'""::' 
fOIW:JJ!~t.1i4. £-mm/ mg- tbomtr u.\1 
orDr J(llna (rJ1609Z!873.~ f: mn:J 
J Jl/4 li:ibom ..-JJ~ 
2. ompany A's 1 nternaJ In-house ewsletter 
==-------- - --------"" 
one team , 
AN INNOVATlON Assessment Tool caJed 
iCon has been developed by Maxmood 
Gesey, Business Excellence Team, 
Hi!jlway Services, Bi'min~am. with lhe 
help of iProNET as part of his research 
project in "lnnovallon Management in lhe 
ConsWctlon lrWstry" at t.oughlloiOIJ!11 
University. The researd'l project explores 
ways of promcmg a ~re of innovation 
and research within the construction 
industry, developing strategies and best 
practice guidelines. This is to enhance 
lhe i'Mlustry's competitiveness through lhe 
mplementa1lon of technological innovation 
and new ways ofwortdng. 
ICon provides a rapid online assessment 
of imovalive practas and competencies 
in cons1ruction companies. ltallows 
construcbOn cxwnpanies to: assess their 
innovative peffonnance; help them to 
focus on the areas where they wanlto 
make progress; Integrate innovation 
related stralegleslbest practice guidelines 
IIIo overal competitive strategies; and 
benchmark lheir 
l'lllOValion perfonnance 
iCon-ic 
policies and strateges with a belief 
in innovative practices. This includes 
people who have adequale sltils with an 
~landlllQ and beief of innovation, 
to successfUlly explOit new ideas with 
processes and technology tools lhal enable 
and suppoft. Also IR investment b8lg a 
key detenninant11 any industry.' 
The ICOn applica lion compnses of a series 
of slatements with which respondents may 
or may not agree to varying degrees. iCon 
reies on the judgement of lhe respondent 
(le. end-user) as to whether or not he/she 
~ wat~lhe statemenlls in lhe context 
of lher org<111isalion, department, business 
ll'lit(s) or !JIOI4l. 
The report collates the mean scores of 
lhe user on each category fie. leadership. 
management, people, process, IR 
mvestment and technology) and the tolal 
mean score With inlerprelallon of scores 
as Mlustrated in Flglft 1. 11 benchmar1ts 
each category mean scores of incividual 
organisations wilh peers of similar business 
Radar Diagram 
Frgure 2. Overalltnnovatton Perlormance 
Benchmark 
types (eg. cients, contractors, consullants 
etc), group types in terms of tlnlover as 
wen as the construc:OOn industry as a 
whole. 
Once al the questions are ~led the 
end-users are inslanlly presen1ed with 
their overall innovation performance in 
al svc categories. This IS 111 lhe form of a 
report, which includes colol.r il<llcam 
lo visually depict lnnovallveness. Also, a 
Radar Diagram Is automalicaly genera1ed 
with peers and Wl1hin lhe CIIIIOOfYNMM 
construction indu:slry. 
(see Figure 2), which enables 
consiNdion companies to do 
competitive bend\mar1(ing against 
c-~ the peers and lhe construction 
1Con system is bull 
around lhe assunption 
lhat. in Ofder to 
be inoovative, an 
organisation reqWes 
leadership to drive 
F~gure t Bencllmarklllg oltnnOVilbOII Peffonnance 
industry as whole. The report 
can lhen be used as lhe basis lor 
innovation enhancements. 
ma'XIriOOd.geSey@atAmsqiObal 
com (Biimrngnam) 
3. Short listed for the 2007 Business Excellence Awards: Innovation Award 
Maxmood 
Ge ey 
l > [ I 
NEWS, VIDEO 
l MAII RPII DIR 
CO~ ACT US 
H&T A Re earch Project Entitled 'Innovation Management in the 
Con ·truclion Lndu try' at Loughborough Uni ver ity 
Travel Plan D1sophne Network Grouo-
Fostenng and D1ssem1nabnQ Expenence and ! I'Poplc Dedication to Sustainable Travel Planmng 
Richard DES Oath Lock Slu1ce F1sh Pass - Oehvenng B1o 
Samph1er D1vers1ty Benef1t on a Structural Upgrade 
Scheme Performance 
BIJU Antoney M1ddle An Innovative Idea to Develop a Software 
East& Program that Generates Design Sheets 1n an 
lnd1a Error Free Uniform and More Efllaent Way 
Jonathan DES SaferSands -A New Beach Risk Management, Integration 
McCue Accred1tabon and Tra1n1ng ln1t1at1ve 
Donald Lack DES Energy Make Over All Samts Catholic School 
Mansfield 
"' 
nr, 
Adam DES Adam Lawrence -The Development of 8 DATES TO REt>1Et>11JER Lawrence Sotfware Solubons to Meet the Needs of the 
Acoustics, No1se and V1braoon Team ShonJ•st109 9 March 
n ~ tJ u• • r ~ I 
lan Mackenz1e F+G Collaboration w1th the Centre for Innovation h 
and Research- Umvers1ty ofTeess1de: The Onhne voUno for 16 Apr11 
Development of a 40 Planmng Tool Ptople award 
Cohn Elhff Rail H1gh Speed Ra1l1n the Ul - Oevelopmg the F1nal Judg1n0 19 Apnl 
AOtlnS VISIOn 
Doug Coutts H&T HGV Lane Two Pestncoon Tnal (Oobma) -An 
Innovative Solution to Ass1st 111 Reducmg 
Journey T1mes and Prevent HGV Manoeuvres 
on Dual Carnageways 
Dav1d DES Safety Survey for Water and Environment -A 
Nancarrow Range of Measures to Improve our Safety 
Maxmood H&T A Research ProJect EnDtled "Innovation 
Gesev Management 111 the Construcoon lndustrv' at 
Loughborough University 
~ 
lv 
1.5:23 


